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SPECIAL NOTE

This monograph is one of a series entitled CETA Program Models prepared for the Employ-
ment and Training Administration's Office of Community Employment Programs, with finan-
cial support by the Office of Research and Development. The series, on program activities and
services, was prepared under contract number 81-11-71-09 with the National Council on Em-
ployment Policy and edited by Garth Mangum of the University of Utah.

The monographs being issued or prepared for publication are On-the-Job Training by James
Bromley and Larry Wardle; Job Development and Placement by Miriam Johnson and Marged
Sugarman; Classroom Training--The OIC Approackby Calvin Pressley and James McGraw;
Supportive Services by Susan Turner and Carolyn COnradus; Intake and Assessment by Lee
Bruno; Work Experience Perspectives by Marion Pines and James Morlock; and Public Service
Employmem by Ray Corpuz. Others may be added. as circumstances warrant.

The authors, experienced employment and training program operators themselves, review the
purposes and means of carrying out CETA functions and comment on methods they have found
usef 1 in conducting programs and avoiding pitfalls. The series is commended not only to
pro am operators and their staffs, but also to community groups and other employment and
training services professionals in the hope that this information will enable fnore people to learn
about CETA programs, stimulate newideas, and contribute to improving the .-ivality of em-
ployment and training programs.

The series should not be regarded as official policy or requirements of the U.S. Department of
Labor. Although every effort has been made to assure that the information is consistent with
present regulations, prime sponsors are urged to consult current regulations before adopting
changes the authors may advocate. The authors are solely responsible for the content.

Another series of use to CE-L.A prime sponsorS and their staffs is CETA Title-VI Project
Description Reports. There art two volumes in this series. The first monograph was prepared by
M DC, Inc., Chapel Hill, N.C., tinder contract number 82-37-71-47. The second volume was
prepared by ETA- with assistance from prinie sponsors, regional offices, and a private
contractor.

Copies of other titres in these series may be obtained from:

Office of Community Employment Programs
Employment and Training Admikstration
U.S. Department of Labor
601 D Street, NW.
Washington, D.C. 20213

Reader comments and suggestions are welcomed and may be sent to the above address.
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PREFACE

A frank discussion of client assessment in its broadest terms necessarily raises issues and
generatesAiffering. opinions concerning intake and assessment as program components. In
many instances, the object of assessment is an applicant for an employment or training service
who is disadvantaged as .a consequence of poverty, minority status. or 'other employment
handicaps'..

There is a serious lack of validated assessment techniques for accurately evaluating these
clients. Routine use of some standardized tests in these cases has generated lawsuits by clients
who contend that, because of their particular circumstances, the tests were discriminatory.
Many recent court decisions have upheld this contention. It now appears prudent to have any
client-screening process reviewed by an 'authority on equal employment opportunity compliance.

Another` issue cencerns client involvement in the intake and assessment process. It must be
emphasized that-suctrap-rocess should be regarded primarily as a service to clients. Offering
models that demonstrate how management may benefit from client asseSsinent should not de-
tract from the client-centered approach; nor should the use of structured assessment tools in a
systernadc attempt tosolicit.useful client data be regarded as dehumanizing. Rather, it 'is pro-
posed that the methodology and model variations discussed herein would serve to more clearly

jdefine the judgmental parameters within which program staff could operate to the ultimate ben-
efit of the client.

In this light, could it be suggested that clients' past experiences and self-perceptions at the
point of intakeconsidered separately or togetherare not always the most valid basis for
decisionrnaking? It is submitted that a good intake and assessment activity should provide
clients v, ith new and significant information about themselves that would not have been avail-
able otherwise. To the extent that a client is aided in life career planning, the intake and assess-
ment activity is fulfilling its first objective. To the extent that programs are able to manage re-'
sources more wisely, it has achieved its second objective.

A third issue relates to the dangers of an informal selection system. Such a syst is one in
which enrollees are selected randomly or selected without regard to rational criteria, su h as the
first come, first served method. Clients who are aware of program opportunities, or who happen
to be standing in line to make application at the right time, are enrolled, whereas annhertp-

,-plicant who may or may not have better qualifications is not enrolled. Prime sponsors, who
maintain this selection system are not fulfilling their responsibility to the community to see that
the program resources are equitably distributed.

Another informal selection system is one in which bias operates to screen out the "un-
wanted'° applicant, frequently found to be the case where interviewers make decisions.regarding
intake and selection: The interviewer imposes his or her own personal biases on the client. Such
an interviewer may unwittingly'discourage a client from proceeding further or may even make
a judgment that this individual is not suitable for a program enrollment. This may be done at
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the initial point of intake where no records are maintained. in such situations, a prime sponsor
may be unaware that a selection system is being operated.

A general-description of intake and assessment. 'presented in chapter ! of this monograph.
examines the elements of the process. The chapter allows the reader to relate these elements to
local factors that have an impact upon program design and performance. A firm grasp of the
practical aspects of the intake and assessment process allows the reader to understand how
elements such as individual client characteristics. program performance standards, and local
biases may he influenced by the size of the project, interagency relationships. and the many other.
variables that directly or indirectly affect every prime sponsor's program.

Chapter 2 reviews the literature that seems to provide the most pertinent information rel-
ative to the assessment techniques available for use by employment and training programs in
the selection of potential enrollees. It refers the reader to printed material (see also Bibliog-
raphy) that permits further individual study of any specific area. By providing a readily ac-
cessible guide to the literature currently available, it may reduce the need for extensive research
by program practitioners.

Variations of program models are discussed in chapter 3, which provides the reader with
information that may suggest ideas for developing a plan of action. The chapter demonstrates
.how the elements described in chapter 1 may be combined and what impact these combinations
have on the programs in which they are used. Model variations are followed by case studies that
reflect current application by Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) prime
sponsors: Although by no means a complete directory, the chapter identifies resources for a
more detailed inquiry.

Chapter 4 briefly reviews the first three chapters and discusses current data limitations. it
also suggests areas for additidnal study and research.

To receive the maximum benefit from this material, one should read_the-ftlii. and last chap-
ters with particular care. They provide a good orientation to intake and assessment, as well as
some basic tools for use in bringing about change and development, With a'minimal investment
of time. The intervening chapters suggest .corne shortcuts in using these tools, which should re-
duce the risk of reinventingthe wheel.

This monograph should not be viewed as the final word on the successes and failures of
CETA programs. It is offered as an opportunity to share the authdr's knowledge of intake and
assessment. acquired'by personal, practical experience, research of the literature, and exper-
iences recounted by others. In presenting this information, as clearly and concisely as possible,

-the author attempted to provide an intermediate summation, intended to stimulate new ideas
and challenge readers to reftne,their assessment techniques. To the extent that it realizes this
objective, readers will be made aware of methods.and models that may be employed to revise or
develop intake_and assessment activities, facilitate enrollee success, and offer other program
benefits not customarily associated with employment and training program components.

ivls. Lee Bruno. the author of this monograph, is currently on assignment With the Employ-
ment and Training Administration's Office of National. Programs. She organized and managed
employment and training programs in. Escambia County, Fla., and was director of the Escambia
County Department of Health and Social Services, responsible for administering health, human
resources, employment and training, veterans and youth services, and the agricultural extension
office. Her experience also includes serving on the Employment and Training Administration =s'.,
National Work Group on Program Review and Assessment :and providing technical assistance`
in ex-offender programs and prime sponsor self-evaluation.
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Level IJudging for
Admission

All prime ns assesses or deterniinc client
complian,:e with I ederal requir,ments. 'I-his includes match-
ing client characteristic:,,v,h federiiih, mandated criteria. ti,
',ken :f am. addilw.nal irements
assii:e service to sr ecifiL tar;:et group-. (Thatact.:: ate
identified by using a questionnaire that is widely kn,.v.a as an
application or "intake form. At times, the assi.tance of an
interviewer is needed, but ifsually collecting these data is a
simple .nd inexpensive undertaking. The problem .:pp,.:ars in
the prLoess of analysing the data to make judgmtmis ohm,:
priorit, for enrolln:ent. The major contrihutions made by
C Prime sponsors to the art of grilse- a.1,1
have been rating sY sterns to classifY elieth''.: clients int:,
priority groups to need

Level 2 Matching Client to

Most prime sponsors must decide. '.,.hether eligible Lppli-
cants are appropriate candidates for the limited services thee
ha 'e to offer. Such an assessment is made to determine if the
client is likely to become employable as a result of the serv-
ices they are able to give. In the second level of assessment.
data are collected and analyzed to support judgment as to
which applicant arson' the many should he referred to a par-
ticular program activity. The matching of client to activity in
this case would he largely influenced by the client's stated
preferences and general education.

Initially, individual clients indicate that- they need one or
more of ( training, /1 job placement, or (3) financial as-
sistance: rarely do they that they need anything else. The
primary sources of data for a level 2 assessment are the in-
dividual client reports on themst.!Ives (usually collected by the
interviewer in a structured atmosphere) and traditional aca-
demic tests.

Level 3Diagnostics for
Individualization of Services

A few prime sponsors assess client skills, interests, apti-
tudes. and other employability factors to obtain a more ac-
curate match of needs for services. This level of assessment
invariably involves a wider range of .validated assessment
instruments and structured interviews and questionnaires. A
level 3 assessment assumes that client self-reports are not

2

tJ;t:rit,
ic:1:102! :1:1; 't .t7ni

;:s.,ev,rnent s..s.'nen the 17-sro-

oram operdtor has .).ide array of ser.ices ;143LINC, es in .1
program, and needs to make iudament on f...pe of

ser. cc or tier, ice, that mo-,t Ke---IHal to a part)c-
afar cheat.

I-or example. one prime spur-.or learneo that. in the nrst
.car operation under f. F.! s. dav-eare-scrvices Lon-
NtimirT an enormous portion of the serY ices budget. flow-
ki,cr. a study showed that in many ca,,es, clients could provide
t heir ov, n day care from personal resources. Dental care.
rective lenses. and similar- minor medical services :Sere areas
%..herc they could not afford such services. Consequently.
funds were shifted from day -care to minor medical services,
with the rest lt tha: no clients withdrew from training. Later.
the le : el 3 assessment activity showed preci,el where the
needs for supportive services should he.

Surnmar

The first level of assessment establishes eligibility for serv-
ices. The second level channels clients into program activities
that match either their request for services, education, cm-
ployment history, 9r interviewers' impressions. The t!
',.\ el uses diagnostic procedures to provide individual ats

ith meaningrai information regarding their strengths and
keaknesses. This gives the rationale for an individualized
step-by-step employability plan. The use of this procedure is
more likely to develop knowledge of each client's needs and
thus enable service deliverers to channel resources more ex-
peditiously and effectively.

Program operators may vary their levels of assessment to
correspond with a particular kind of training or client group,
therchy operating an intake and assessment activity that
amounts to a combination (lithe three. An example would he
a level I assessment for clients enrolling in a summer youth
-ifogram or public service employment activity, a level 2 as-
sessment for veterans enrolling in an on-the-job training com-
ponent. and a level 3 assessment for illiterate ex-offenders
with minimal academic skills who are enrolling in classroom
'raining. The choice of assessment level reflects the assump-
ions that one can make about the clients' needs for services
and the demands the training or employment activity make
on the clients.

So far, client assessment has been treated only as part of
an.overall service delivery mechanism. It can also be used to
support program management. Data derived from the client
assessment process will reveal the following to program
Managers:

I. Types of clients applying for services.

1: Those whose needs cannot be addressed by current mix of
services available,

9
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elerler

L:rd !. rd th.e

`..-;ufficioit I n frmti'in

rcirah!e
rt:t: III h1:-" (;r f ht.; .r

.4e.e earefli tho:4!.l-it to the ); ;:-Iforrn;:t:ori desired d
poten:al client Various mut then he

to scicure this 1r:formation that not affect the
;eel:vit., of the information obtained for example. 11 the
program operator i.t.ants :o he sure that people he

es: needs are being surved, extrito:dinary care -ihoulc.: nc
exercised in determining the factors that influence need.
Knov..ledge of the existence and degree of any of these factors
then becomes relevant in any particular case. This informa
tion should he secured hy developing a structured inter. icy
that phrases the questions in such a wi:y that they cU not
influence the responses. The interviev..er should he trained in
such a uay technique,, will result
in objectivity.

(..ost-Effeet:Iene,s

essential an element as the first, cost-elects eness con.
Aerations are significant in establishing a sound program.
Cost includes use of agency- resources, such as staff and client
time. as cccli as merely making sure there is enough money.
The needzd ir.tormation must he obtained at a cost com-
mensurate with its value.: e.g.. sophisticated level
mcnt would not he IA oral its cost to roost summer youth work
experience projects.

At times, cost may he shared by several agencies. thereby
increasing cost-efTectivcncss for the prime sponsor. Fre-
quently agencies such as local health departments are willing
to participate in such a collaboration because their goals are
served by providing medical screening to tliadv,aniaged
people who lack preventive health care. In some cases, nor.-
financial agreements have made possible complete physical

3

4 ff '`.:r : ! 7;..

-7 !hr, Ti;-: :re uues::_in,
'-7 !:

art .

fr,? ....i"";:strit:!`1 to h,C."' ',bred

:nen:

are del-ay-cif ii,r

:71 Jiz.:cent' the au-
thority of i:ne dtent, in -.Line avefft c the
rrirrie spoor, in others . a can he the subeontrati,,r if.) the

Agency ihterf:.:cing can become prolalern if
good phinniug. cornmunieati-.,s, accouniabdo....-.. and mon-
itc,..rim, are not adrfiinistra:ively feasible, In addition to the

of shared cot, a multi-aven,.....y asses,.rnent activity
greator se:.;.:: onp,,tturlit ,

Function of the Assessment

He third element function or purpose `if assessment
e. the end to which all assessment is a means. Whenever an
assessment auti.-ety serves more than one purpose. it is said
to be multifunctional, As previously stated, client assessment
.s2encrAv supports ernr:oyment and training act'', help-

7nati.:11 appropriate clients to appropriate acti-:itics. It
nlay e other functions of either a client service or program
mtdni:gement nature An example of the latter ease. cited
earlier, Is pr grant; evaluation si.herein a client's cmplovahil-
w. is rie6fyiically nionfored again,: the initial assessment
results.

Client i,sessment should he a client-centered detivity it
cannot he iustilied as strictly a program management tool.
There are many ways that intake and assessment can he ben-
eficial an supportive to a client, not the least of which is
providing es.aluative information to clients that enables them
to Make better judgments about themselves. Assessment
shourd he done in conjunction with clients. The failure of
staff members to share assessment data with their clients
could he a reflection of the stalls insecurity as a change
agent or their inability to relate to the clients.
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;,!
A f:-71.-r.d oc

acterrn:ne. .1-,ip.nments
.onnel It he:e Cr/ Of th

;n-itrurrients tirst necdnic app;irent Since that time int; ttc
advent II( rn:Nicrn itgerwit-7, that
the h,-indiv,I;ir,led. Yetc:-:an -A. and others. CNP-Zrirnept-
s-irnntiniz as ()the: teehri;coir... bc,:arne
more orgari ; red,

The Testing Oriea;:ition and Work Evalt.i.ston
trj\VER de+.etorxd by the I n.,..;titi,r.r.;

t r:;pled and 015atsled in New York. (its, the iat
'A as thc fir. syste,matic individualued apnroach to Yocation4i
evaluation that was not deplent on paper.andpeneil te_st-
trig Stncc then, the Jewish Employment ,,nd Vocational
Services icated in Philadelphia), through a contract with
the lirniartmcnt of Labor. detJeloped an evale3tion ystern

that b.C;Cd pon wor is sampling 1..1(11_151r v and-N:::ontrib-

utcd the Singer -t!. stern for v.ork evaluation
Toward the cn y.! of the 1960's. come of the tedln:Ques dc.

vs:loped to Jsscss employment potential of the l.:dndicapp-zd
to he ar2:ted on J tall scale to disadvantaged work.

efs Lirre cropho,crs also develop:ill assirsrrient techni-tiue,,
of different kinds- to :dentif !. potential among execute'
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Assessment techniques can generjlly be grouped as fol.,
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"coumeling"), (3) the historical, or east study. approach, and
(4) observation Each is reviewed here in terms of its applica.
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iment with New York Citv enrollees. different forms of the

.

same test were tised to measure academic pr. ticiency in Wild-
ing. language skills, and math, After the fitst. "tc.sting.arni
without intervening instruction, a second form of the i,14a.crie
test w;ts administered and enrollees were offered financial
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itr:tdc level firs admission, the CA t haY obvious usefulness.
Unfortunatel. tc-t norms are at least ten years old so that
when the person', performance is related to a grade level, it
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is at that grade level averoged ten years ago. Its advantage is
that it can he administered to a group of people and is there-
:Ore efficient.

!he nonvcrhal portion of the large-Thorndike Intelligence
lest is pictorial. ..liagrammatic, or numeral. Since it assesses
iit abstract abitit ro learn. it is not always helpful in MCaS-
ming ability to learn relevant job-related skills. The exper-
ience of the Escarnhia County Honda) prime sponsor has
been that this test is not as helpful as the revised Beta (a per-
formance-oriented intelligence test) which s used along with
the riATB. The revised Beta test includes , areas:

Abdo to pay attention. to plan. and to use foresight.
.xtnlit. to perform repetitive tasks that involve new learn- .

loe and short-term memory.
Abstract conceptualilation skills.

4. Capacity to perceive spatial relationships.

Ability to differentiate essential from nonessential details.
6.. Visual discrimination. tests that measure clerical skills,

speed. and accuracy..

Individuals who have good verbal-skills but low perform-
ance skills probably will not show high ,scores on the revised
Beta test- hecause it eMphasizes performance S'killsOOn the o
other- hand those with low verbal skills but with adequate
prefOrmance skills will tend to show high scores. IL seems. to
he an excelhoe examination procedure for clients who have
poot,language capability .

'.The Strong Vocational Interest Blank has application only
for fiersons who have college-level educations. Since it must
be machine scored and is expensive, it may not lend itself to
common-usage.

The Kuder Preference' Method is mentioned here because
it is in such frequent use among secondary Schools to measure
occupational .interest that- it is frequently adopted by .e.m-
Moment and training program operators for use with the..

disadvantaged. The language of this test so limits it.use fo,th
such populations that program operators are discouraged
with the results and are disinclined to use it. The test israther

e, is difficult 1.4) score, and is eYpensive when machine
-'red.

the Beis. Occupational Literacy Test (BOLT) measures
reading and ariaimetic skills of the disadvantaged. It has
the advantage of being able to measure these skills at a low
academic level while still appealing tc; adult interest. This
test could he helpful to a program operator pe?forming
level 2 assessments to determine whether the individual can
heo-elit from a training program that calls for a specific skill
level in arithmetic and re:iding.

1 he Sochi' Access Questionnaire (SAQ) measure-S-six--per-
Sonality, factors-and includes questiims-about personal his-
tory . Its purpose is to measure social and Personality char-
acteris'ties that contribute to job deviance. Designed by the
Nlanpower Laboratory of Colorado State University, it
could aid in determining those interventions necessary for
successful trainingand job placement.
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The non-reading Aptitude Test Battery (N.ATB) is- an ef-
fort to adapt the GATB for use among the disadvantaged
population w ith limited reading skills. The U:S. Employment
Service also developed a hrief screening exercise that con-
tains a few GATB sample items to determine whether the
GATB or NATB would he the test most applicahle to a par-
ticular suhject. Although the research on the NATB is not
complete. it is sufficient to suggest that this is a useful assess-
ment device to measure potential for training.

There are other paper-and-pencil tests, such as the Interest
Check List. dei7cloped by the U.S. Employment Service.
which list occupations that the client may check in accord-
ance with his or her interests. The.success of this instrument is

dependent upon the client's reading skills and a general
`knowledge of a wide variety of occupations. It not used
successfully with younger clients or individuals who have
limited employment history. It is possible to use "d&.-enter-
ing to develop a similar checklist for clients being consid-

'ered for local training programs or jobs.
Arvadantage of paper-and-pencil tests is that they tend to

he more ohjective and easier to administer thiiiiiire other
assessment techniques. Many times they can he adMiniStered
to large groups. whereas the other.klefoiii. of tests cannot.
Many of the paper-and-pencil tests can he machine scored.
which also adds to their efficiency.

Projecti%e Tests

Projective tests :ire usually reserved for measuring per-
sonality faers. Any projective test calls for a client to he
bright. imaguta-Liye: and verhal. The extent to which such
tests can he usefuNs part of an assessment depends upon the
likelihood that the e chat)teteristics can he found in the-

clients. Self-Con pts Profiling, a pictorial test, measures
work attitititi s of the seriously disadvantaged. Clients are
asked to view pictures of people in work situations and talk
about them. The subjects then categorize their-Own responses.
and impose 1 own 'structure in conceptualizing.. A psy-
chologist of considerahle skill is required to aidAhe client's
participation in this test_ It is time consuming but probably
no more so than an unstructured interview.

The Minnesbta Multiphasic Personality Inventory (M M PI)
iti a clinical instrument that distinguishes between neurotics.
psychotics, and "normals." Used for selection purposes in in-
dustry. it is highly regarded internationally as one of the hest
researched instruments currently in use as a measure of
emotional stability. The test com:ists of 550 statements cov-
ering a wide range of subject matter: The client is asked to
sort statements into one of three categories: "true. "false."
or "cannot All-forms of this test-can be used with lit-

-th-ccnieribg'''is the process bs uhicn ocabulars, and reading levels are altered to tit a specitiv
vulture This is accomplished by using as translators members of the target population who are
bilingual that w, familiar with terms used b) both the ,middle class and disdlvantaited groups. Ti'
check to sec If the translation is complete. a second bilingual group is invited to interpret its meaning
to see-vCaj accurately reflects the original document this is a practical method for use in ricseloping
application frinna,sheclilists,and troot.ieu
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crate subjects over the age of 15 who have at least an eighth -
grade reading level: thus it has sonic limitations for many
matipower enrollees.

Some test-taking sophistication is required: otherwisC%
the test is fairly easy to administer. Its construction elim-
inates tests in which too man answers are not appropriate
for the person taking the test: i.e.. the score can indicate
whether it has high relative validity or is invalid because the
subject has suppressed or misrepresented certain materials in
her or his responses.

The Minnesota test has the disadvantage _that can be
used only by qualified psychologists. flow ever. a.psychol-
ogist at less than a doctorate level can use it if supervised by
a person with high qualifications. 'There is danger in using
this test:as a sole basis for a diagnosis of emotional stability
it should he used only to support data from other assess-
ments. 'particularly interviews and observations.

Work Simulations

Prohably the assessment device that -is developing the
greatest popularity at this time is the use of work simulations
(or work samples) to evaluate work potential. Work samples
such as those develoPed by the .Jewish Employment and
Vocational Services are :Meant _to address problems as-
sociated with paper-and-tienciltests: namely'. that such tests
measure an individual's vocabulary and reading ski more
than anything else. 'The Lalue of a well-constructed work
sample is that it can measure personal characteristics that
relate to training or job success as well as the client's-
trainability

The use of work simples grew out of the efforts of re.'2")

habilitation agencies to work with the physically and men-<.
tally handicapped. The work sample is a simulated work '
experience that relates directly to measurements of joh-
related skills as they arc demonstrated in practice. By' assess-
ing the performance and time required by the client to com-
plete the task. the client's work potential can he compared
with the norm for the various sample tests. The chief dis-
advantage of.a'work sample is that it depends greatly. upon
observation and the interpretations of the ohservcr- assessor.
The assessor using work samples needs special skills.

Although training is available to provide staff members
with these skills'. it is not included in- the usual university cur-
riculum. The-other disadvantage of a work sample is that it
entails expense in setting up a laboratory' that simulates a
variety of work experiences. To operate an assessment center
that includes work saMples, one must have: (I) Sufficient
time. to put a client through a work sample. (2) qualified
staff w ho can understand and interpret the hehavior of the

Appendix fl is .1 detailed ipaide for conducting a behavioral assessment developed by Goodwill
Industries of South Florida. Inc Although not relevant to emplovment and training programs. it does
demonstrate how one program operator formahred the beha, lora/ assestmcni that imariahly occurs
during intake and assessment.



client engaged in a work sample, and (3) ample space to ac-
commodate a work laboratory. These real costs seem to dis-
courage many employment ;old training program operators
from employing the work sample approach.

t-)rt the other hand, there arc a great many advantages. The
properly selected work sample can provide the most valid
information on how a client is likely to participate in training

,or proceed in .employment. It avoids measuring unrelated
skills such as vocabulary and language when they are not
directly related to the occupation sampled. It reflects no cul-
tural bias. It has an educational effect on the clients in that it
introduces them to occupations with which they may have
no familiarity or exposure. thereby suggesting career oppor-
tunities they had not previously considered.

Seven packaged work samples are worthy of some atten-
tion: The McCarron -Dial Work Evaluation System, the Jew-
ish Employment and Vocational Services (JEVS) system, the
Singer Vocational Evaluation System (Singer/Graflex sys-
tem): the Talent Assessment Programs", the Tower system,
the.' VnIpar Component Work Sample Series, and the Wide.,
Range Employment Sample Test. All are discUssed in A
Comparison of.S'eyen Vocational S yvems by the Stout Voca-
tional Rehabilitation Institute. (listed in the Bibliography).
Anyone considering purchasing a Packaged work sample
should read this document before making a choice, This
section reviews only three of these-work samples TOWER,
JEVS. and Valpar because of their known use in employ.-
ment and tra(ning projects.

The TOWER System. The TOWER is mentioned here be-
cause it has the longest history of use and is considered a
pioneer effort in the field of work-samples, TOWER has been
used extensively for clients with mental and physical -dis-
abilities and has earned high praise among rehabilitation
agencies for its predictive value. However, research does not
support some of the testimonials. It requires 5 to 7 weeks to
complete all 110 samples. Since the Work samples are not
individually packaged. it program operator would have to
purchase the entire system to use any portion of it. For these,
reasons, the TOWER has cost liabilities: If assessment of
eilikionally or physically handicapped. people is important
to a program, it would probably. he advisable to consult local
rehabilitation agencies, which may he using work samples
for this purpose. and-purchase special assessment services a-
needed.

The .1-ewiSh Employment and Vocational Services System.
JEVS developed a standardized set of work samples through
a contract with the Department of Labor. This evaluation
system has been used to assess more disadvantaged persons
than has any other work sample system. As of 1972, 35 pryj-,---
eels, including 12 Work Incentive (WIN) Program an 18

Concentrated Employment Program ce5ters, had adopted
-the /it:VS approach. The extent of current-use is unknown.
The JEVS work evaluation system consists of 28 basic assess-

' the Sin acritGrittles assiens i eyuuv. sonic test sophistication One prime sponsor familiar with this
methisd does not reis_ornmend it It is riiiher.es pens!, because considerable material cannot he reused
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ment samples that represent 10 worker trait group assess-
ments of occupational catagories taken from the Dictionary
of Occupational- Titles. Its chief value is in judging areas of
interest and competency among the clients. The work sam-
ples are all self-contained in carrels. The entire system re-
quires 3 weeks to complete. Since administration of the sam-
ples relies upon audiovisual and programmed instructions;
fewer staff can asses more people than is possible with other
systems.

The Valpar Component Work Sample Series. Valpar was
initially developed for workers injured in industrial accidents.
1 t contains 12 subsets that measure skills in dealing with: (1)
Small tools (mechanical), (2) size discrimination, (3) numer-
ical sorting, (4) upper extremity range and motion, (5) cler-
ical comprehension and aptitude, (6) independent problem
solving, (7) multilevel sorting, (8) 'simulated assembly, (9)
whole body range of motion, (10) tri-level measurement 11)
eye, hand, and foot coordination, and (12) soldering. Each
sample can be used separately and js individually packaged.
It requires 12 to 15 hours to complete all of the units. While
training is available, this system does not require special
training for its administration. The ease with which it can be
administered and scored is one of its most attractive features.

Interviews

Scheduled interviews are' also a form of assessment. ,A
scheduled interview differs from an unstructured interview in
that it relies upon a written format to guide the interviewer.
It permit's some flexibility to accommodate the personal dif-
ferences of interviewees.

An.interview schedule has other advantages ever the un-
structured interviews that are commonly.,the basis for as-
sessment in most manpower programs. A guided, structured
interview reduces the number of extraneous variables that
would bias the information gathered. Remembering that 'an
essential element of assessment is valid, unbi, ased informa-
tion, one should limit the use of unstructured interviews. . .

Case Study

Biographical data provide a- valuable assessment tool. The
Biographical Information Blank has been used extensively
by the Jobs Corps to predict length of participation in train-
ing or job tenure in the event of placement. It covers nine
major categories, some of which may be found in traditional
application blanks. Other categories concern feelings, at-
titudes, and value judgments.

TheTurpose of this instrument is to determine whether the
client is a good program or employment risk. It has also been
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used. by State Employment". Security Agencies and among
WIN participants to determine what intervention strategies
inay be necessary to maintain their enrollment.

Observation

Not to be overlooked is observation as an assessment tool.
It is often criticized as being the least objective of all methods
of assessment. Despite some truth to this criticism, client
behavior monitored by a trained observer may provide some
of the most effective measures of client motivation, interest,
and ability on the grounds that the best predictor of future
behavior is pastbehavior. During the period of assessment,
the client observed to be on time, to be attentive, cooperative,

-eager to participate, and able to follow directions is likely to
exhibit the same behavior in a training program.- .

AlthRugh measurement of ibehavior is not a difficult proc-
ess, analysis is another matter. A client who is inattentive,
frequently absent, or late may reflect lack of interest in the
assessment process, fear of being assessed or, anticipating
failure, a casual disregard for the whole affair for ego protec-
tion purposes. On the other hand, a client may have been kept
awake by a sick childnight after night and had 9ther prob-
lems that bear no relationship to motivation. Howe-Tr, some
take theoint, of view that the "why's" behind the behavior
are unimportant. Poor attendance has the same effect-on the
training process when it resultS from lack of interest as when
it iS the consequence of poor health. Understanding the
"why's" is generally necessary, though, when an intervention
strategy is available and under consideration.

Choosing and Using Assessment
Methods

This chapter is designed to give the reader a brief overview
of what assessment instruments are available and what their
limitations are. The information presented is not intended to
be sufficient for firm decisions concerning the choice of as-
sessment instruments. For further information, consult
Methods of Assessing the Disadvantaged in Manpower Pro-
grams (see Bibliography). Readers interested, in expanding
upon the interview as an informational device should read
Worker Traits Training Units (also listed in the Bibliogra-
graphy). For assistance in quickly surveying all-of the assess-
ment instruments currently in use, refer to Appendix C,
"Summary of Assessment Tools for the Disadvantaged."

Good assessment tools and trained staff to administer them
are essential requirements of an effective intake and assess-
ment activity. Some of the assessment devices,,Particularly
th, work samples, offer training for people purchasing the

materials. Training in the use of paper-and-pencil tests is

included in advanced postgraduate work in the field of psy-
chometrics. All of the tests mentioned here probably could

7z-beadministered by a psychometrist at the master's degree
Icy,e1 who had a qualified psychologist at the doctOral level
available as a consultant. The training required for use of the
USES-developed tests, the GATB and the NATB, may be
obtained through the local SESA office. Generally, projective
tests call for a higher degree of training than do the non-/
projective tests. In contrast, the trained and skilled observer
may have only a bachelor's degree vith4.1 major in psychology
that is behavioristic in its orientation.

Good interviewers possess, by virtue of training or innate
ability, atbigh degree of sensitivity and awareness of self.
Self-awareness is an essential characteristic of all assessors
because they tend to project their own personality, attitudes,
and biases on clients. Recognizing this inclination is the first
step toward curtailing biases of those giving the test. Another
recommended approach is team assessment, allowing per-
--sonal, biases to cancel, each other. The team approach to
evaluation is one in which each team member different
methods to gain information. Tolthe extent that the team can
agree in overlapping areas, validity is enhanced.

In addition to valid assessment tools and trained personnel,
strong linkages to other program components are critical to
intake and assessment. The goal is to provide valid informa-
tion that is sufficient for clients and program operators to
make judgments concerning the distribution of services.
Therefore, the assignment to a particular activity or service
should be the joint decision of the staff, person who will be
held accountable for the prcigram results and the client. _

The nature of the linkage between intake and-assessmeni
and other program activities determines whether.lrdake and
assessment are regarded as helpful or are resented by staff
members of other program components. UnlesS the assess-
ment unit is to be held accountable for program outcomes,
unit members should not decide on enrollment. Usually,
client assessment is held to be -,an area of specialization,
whereas the client-services component is in the hands of gen:
eralists who-assume responsibility 'for caseload management
and the implementation of a plan for services. Assessni ent
should not imply selection; it should prpYide input tOdectision
makers.. The relevant decision makers are, first, clients,/ and
second, the staff responsible for program results.

Often overlooked is the opportunity 'for feedback Vo the
intake and assessment unit concerning the accuracy/ ofits
predictiOns. Once the client has been assessed arid phrolled
in a program activity, seldom does the intake and assess-
ment unit hear anything more. A constant feedback into The
intake and assessment unit would allow its members to re-
adjust their procedures or alter' their approach.' Without
feedback, there is no Rositive change. It is ext mely impor-
tant that intake .and assessment units see their roics as sup-
portive of other program activities, since that is clearly their
function.:



3. DESCRIPTION OF VARIATIONS IN THE
PROGRAM MODEL

In the earlier discussion of the essential elements of the
deSign of an intake and assessment activity, it was stated.
that: the first :element concerned the kinds of data sought,
which could be categorized, into three levels according to:
(I) The intensity of the assessment process, (2) how the activ-
ity is Managed to maximize cost-effectiveness, and (3)
whether there is one or more than one purpose of the intake
and assessment procesS. By combining these three essential
elements, one can evolve nine poSsible intake and assessment
'models, reflecting the level of assessment. the extent to
which it is multifunctional, and whether it is managed as a
prOduct of one or more than one agency offort. These nine
milodels are illustrated in the matrix' in chart 1. The models
identify essential elements of an intake and assessment ac-
tiVity and are designed to help the reader structure his or her.
thinking on the subject.

CHART 1. AND ASSIISSMEIiT M.ATRIN

Level I

B

Level 2

A
B

Level 3

AL
B

C

Legend: .

A = Single function, single agency.
B Multifunction, single agency
C = Multifunction. multiagency.

One should keep in mind that level 1, 2, or 3 refers to the
.tensity of the assessment process: function refers to a
primary purpose. and single agency'or multiagency refers to
the number. of agencies that contribute to the intake and as-
sessment process. To the extent that these 'elements can be
identified, one con determine which of the models is currently
being operated. This.chapter describes in detail variations of

the models and gives readers an idea of the available options
according to their particular civcumstances.

The Single Function, Single
Agency Model (Level I)

The level 1 model is used by prime sponsors whose priority
is to determine eligibility as quickly and as inexpensively as
possible. Assessment is Conducted at the level .1 activity by a

--structured or unstructured interview that involves completing
an intake. or application form. It uses the data collected for
no other purpose than to determine eligibility or priority for
enrollment. It is operated by one agent,'-tisually the prime
sponsor or an agency under contract to the prime sponsor.
Because of the simplicity of its design, the planning, manage-,
ment, and monitoridg.'activities can be handled by. the same
supervisory persOpnei.

The internal structures are simple, since a single agency's
staff is involved in conducting assessment. The prime sponsor
operating this model reflects the philosOphy of aCcepting
clients on a fir. come, first served basis. Although cost per
participant will be the lowest of all models, the overall pro-
gram costs rnaybe inflated by high turnover among clients
incorrectly matched to training activity. Since a prime spon-
sor must examine total cost for achieving successful job
placement, this will be an important consideration in using
this model. It is especial& true of indirect placements when

.

To simplify the discussion. a centralized imake'system is assumed. ObYiously, intake could be
amcmplished by several employment and training agencies re.: contractors. subgranteesl. The "single
agenes" ssould be the CETA prime sponsor.



labor market conditions arc not conducive to easy placement.
When labor demand is high. even poorly 'served cln.'nts and
unsuccessful trainees Ina% he able to secure jolls. .

rills model benefits particip.ants by permitting them ready
-access to available program services. Operating such a inodel
can hest he justified In small prini.e sponsors !fiat have only.
a limited number of clients and a limited number of program
activities available to them. Ibis is the most comnIonk used
.assessment procedure for summer youth emplo. !hem pro-
grams. when time is a signiticant.constraint upon'a.sessment
activity and services are usually hinted to work experience.

The validity of these assessments depends' upon the pro-
fessional judgment of the intervievver responsible for helping.
the client complete the application air other for m:.. (1.....f;-- Of course.
the ziectiracy,.of the client's self-reports'termines the'e\ tent
to which this inforniation is reliable and valid. "--

Generally. the results of programs thin operate this mode!
are: (I) High dropout rates or non;yositive terminations. (2).
low cost per participant served. with more participants being
served in order to replace those who (kip out, and (3) high
cost per placernent. This' model. is Tioriiilar With both part
'ticipants and program operators Prograrh operators like it
because it is simple to administer and relatively ineXpenSitc
in ternis of short-range objectives. Participants like_ this

. model because they move quickly from. the status of,.an ap-
plicant to one of,,an enrolle, which is their Short-range ob-
jective. It is only in long-range outcomes. such as success in
training programs and training - related platemenis. that the
disadVantagc of this:mm.1d is felt. Because of the manvevents
occurring between intake and assessment and termination,
the responsibility-for the failure of the program or the client
is seldom related tai the intake and assessment activity.

. The New York balance -of -State prime sponsor has devel-
oped an innovative tool for determining eligibility_ it dem-
onstrates the level I single function, single 'agency model.
_Within the balance-of-State jurisdiction. there i's an employ,

'' ment and training office responsible for intake and assess-
ment in each county. The county office completes an applica-
tiOn form on each cETA spplicant and then may apply 11,7
"priority profile matrix- (see appendix A) to develop-a score.
Scores indicate-.he extent of need on the part'of the individual
applicant. Those applicants who have the' highest' scores arc
referred to the subcontractor for training or. in theItise of
public service employment, are referred to the employing
agen4\for selection. The prime sponsor assumes no assess-
ment responsibility beyond this point, leaving -final selection
of the appBvints to the individua-l-vbcontraetor. .

This is an '.xample\ of in level I assessment in operation.
unusually relin 'd in that a matrix cOnverts client charac-
teristics into a n 'rnerical code that c:in he combined into an
overall rating of thteligibility of each client. This instrument
addresses one of the 1,icitienti._.' cited prohlems among prime
);:araimirs. In sieve of the eligibility requirements and the prior-
ity classificafiOns identitie\t by the prime sponsor. how does
one decide whom to enroll When the number of eligible people
exceeds ,program capacity itild-represents a variety of dif-
ferent target groups? The News York balance -of -State matrix
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addresses this problem hy quantifying these characteristics
so that thew can he combined into a total sco.re.

File information secured through the intake and assess-
ment process is used only to determine who should he ac-
cepted for service. This not uncommon in balance-of-State
`proiects tk here the areas being served may he sparsely pop-
ulated ri`1,,, noncontiguous. with fess resources to draw. upon.
It w..11c1 still he advisable that some assessment activity at
level 2 he undertaken, even in those instances when there
are more needy eligible persons available for training than
there are training slots. Even in small balance -of -State dis-
tricts, eost-ellectiv eness is a consideration. With limited
resdurces, it becOmes even more important that clients.,be
carefully screened sp that high turnover can he avoided.

The Multifunction, Single
Agency Model ( Level 1)

This model serves some functions in addition to eligibility
determination. The assessment process is linked. to some
other service or prk,gram benefit. Possible program benefits
ma y. he. fOr exaMple, the use of d-ata regarding client eligibil-
ity for a research effort or a Federal reporting requirement.
A progr;im director could use a multifunction model to in-
crease the benefits for 114 pr1/2,..r1:m management and the
client' without Significantly increasing the cost of collecting_
data. Although the level 1 assessment activity does not pro-
duce a great deal of data. it can.-be helpful in prow iding.the

. information to support the management intormat,' )n system
that will eventually produce the Federal reports.

(jetting the -.:maximum use of the data calls for careful
planning and sonic expansion of data collected. The man-.
agemeot of this.. system calls for well-constructed forms to
collect the information and a now chart that allows it to be
used for other designated purposes. Monitoring this model
entails reviewing client data for accuracy as well as deter-
mining to What extent the infor--.1:4 ion is used for its intentrZe
purpose.Sinee the Model- call; for no addition in staff and
only a slight increase in the complexity of the wo'rk, coor-
dination would not seem to he d problem.. To the extent that
the function served involves other agencies. there would he
some need to coordinate activities of the assessing agency

ith those of the other agencies.
There should he little increase in cost and therefore greater

cost - effectiveness over the previous model. To the extent that
the use of the data produces satisfactory results,. this model.
can he said to he a good one. Oar: of its disadvantages is that
it prodtices limited data, Getting maximuin use of the limited.,
data would he an advantage. Many prime sponsors currently
are using level i assessment .activity, incorporating a single
function model. Converting it to a multifunction model would
he a way to' get more use from the CET dollar without .a
major transition.
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The Multifunction, Multiageney
Model (Level 1)

This model operates at a level I assessment iictivity,
serves --more than one function.' and is jointly supported by
more one agency. 'lie basis for any .multiageney model
is a- collaboration of several community agencies that have
agreed to make their. individual contributions to the assess-
ment process in return for shared benefits. Sihce this model=
only determines eligibility for .admission to a programaetiv,
ity, ii is unlikely that many agencies would be interested in
it. In addition, the cost of level I assessment activity is not
going to be so great that the prime sponsor.wbuld seek'other.

encies to share expenses. Such a model presents many
agement problems because- or the division of labor

am° -g several entities. Hence coordination becomes -a
great r problem. There is -considevabIe risk of breakdowns
in Vmmunications among- the agencies; thus this model
may prcazeTh-be a greater administrative burden than. its in-
tended benefits are Worth..

The only advantage of this model is that getting other.
agencies .6 share the cost of eligibility determination in-
Creases the cost-effectiveness to the prime Sptinsor.. is
recommended for use only when the participating ttgencieS

; haVe a history .of successfully coordintitin. their efforts with
minimal management problems.

The Single Function, Single
Agenc5iNfottel (Level 2)

Because of the increased complexity of providing some
measures to determine who will be suitable for enrollment in
any particular activity, the staff for this model must have
some special training in test administration. Since there arc
more tasks to perform, there must be more staff people to
perform them. This increases costs per participant. How-
ever, the likelihood of assigning clients to the appropriate
activities isdgreater, and turnover should he reduced. Place-
ment costs should decrease.

Planning of this model calls for:

I. Determining which characteristics a client should possess,
not only to be eligible for enrollment but also to be suc-
cessful in the program activities available.

2. Identifying which informatiois needed to document those
characteristics.

3. Selecting the instruments and procedures that will solicit
that information.

4. Appointing staff people who can administer the assessment.

-feedback becomes important in this model because it re-
quires that predictions be made. Monitoring the accuracy of

the predictions should be constant. This may be accomplished
by follow-up reports of clients' success in training or in place-
ment. which are reviewed by the assessment staff and corn-
pared with the information, collected. This calls for a mon-
itoring process not needed in the level I methods.

External coordination takes on greater importance, since
it 'is essential to the monitoring process. Internally, coordina-
tion is complicated by the structuring of the assessment proc-
ess into specific tasks delegated .Co individual staff members.
These people_ must coordinate their findings and work to-
gether in the assessment of a particular client.'Scheduling
tests invokes coordinating with other staff person's who are
also scheduling, tests for the same client. It is possible, of

course. that in this level of assessment a single staff person
may administer wnattver measures are deemed to be of
value. In such a case, coordination should not pose a prOb-
lem. 4

One consideration in deciding on this model is its possible\
adverse effects on;clients. Generally, people do not enjoy any
assessment Pro :ess for fear they will not do well. It, is possible
that clients Fill be screened out as a consequence of the in-
formation obtained during intake and assesstnent.,They may
then be inhibited, by fear of similar rejection, from seeking
other employment and training programs that may be better
able to serve their needs. Turning away clients who have
completed an assessment process reinforces negative feeling's

. toward agencies that serve them. As a result, they may
discouraged from making further attempts to seek vocational
objeqves. This effect must be weighed against the results
for clients who are better matched with the training or em-
ploymentactivity and hence succeed. The model differs from'
the level l single function, single agency model as to the time
when the client experiences failure-L-atThe time of assessment.
or in the course of training.

In Summafle, this model is far more supportive of the train-
ing and placement activity than are the level I models, but it
may not be perceived as helpful to clients who were rejected
as a consequence of the assessment process. It increases the
cost of intake and assess
It is more difficult to admi

The Broward Manpow

ent, but reduces placement casts. A
ister than are level I models.

r Cbuncil in Florida _is a con=
sortium that represents one county and two municipalities.
The council hi!.s three locatons for intake; in.addition,it.has
a mobile van t:iat is scheduled.to be in various communities

.at:Zertain times for the purpose of intake. The entire intake
and assessment process is managed by prime sponsor,staff
therefore it represents a single agency- model. The intake
process in the Boward consortium begins by having a poten-
tial client compttte an application form at, one of the intake
centers. There -is some general orientation for the client at
this time, and the Psychological Corporation's ABLE test '6.
(which assesses academic skills in reading, vocabulary, and
math) is given. The test is designed to appeal to the culturgy
disadvantaged adult. The scores can be converted to grade
equivalents, which enables the Broward consortium -staff to
determine if the client's choice of fraining and occupational,
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objective is commensurate with her or his academic hack -
ground. The :Ii'nt, along with the test results, is then referred
to a counselor. l he counselor assists the client in confirming
his (): her vocational objective or, when this is not ar+ro-
pria,'.e, in selecting other goals.

There is also further orientation at this phase of assess-
ment, with structured and unstructured interviews being the
source of most of the information. In the event that the coun-
selor feels further testing is necer,sary. the client is referred to
the staff psychometrist,-who may-apply any of a number of

1 additional assessment instruments.'
The results of these assessments allow the counselor to

determine which particular program is Jnost appropriate for
the?...elient. I f there is no opening in the appropriate program,
ihe client's name is piacc(1 on a waiting list until such time as
he OT she can be enrolled. Although this assessment process
includes the use of a %%ariety of sophisticated instruments, it
is important to note that most clients receive academic as-
seSsment only. Thus, this process represents a level 2 as-
sessment for most clients and a level 3 assessment for some.
One psychometrist and a number of counselors comprise the
staff, making this a fairly inexpensive activity.

There is some prejudice against tests of this nature, an,'
some communities may accept their use only in this. limited
way. Not getting' consistent: data on every client limits the
many functions the information could possibly provide. For .

instance, Broward County has only one function for its level
2 assessment: the proper assignment of clients to appropriate-
training or employment activities. Although there is some in-
formal referral to other agencies, it is not considered a Rine.:
tion'of the assessment center.

The GrowaTd Manpower Council is Operating. a level 2
single function, single agency model. It could very easily.:
move `o A level 3 assessment by expanding its staff andas-
scssme .;ervices. The cost of this might he prohibitive if it
continues to meet only thesingle ,function of client services.
In the event that it can use the information gathered for other
functions and purposes, the extra cost could be justified.

The Multifunction, Single Agency
Model (Level 21

in this model, the assessment d\dta a`re used for purposes in
addition to client enrollment, thereby supporting a multi-
f unction goal. At this level of asses4nerv., program operators
would have some knowledge of the nature of the clients they
could not enroll.,ari invaluable tool. Thus, one function that
may he served by this model is program planning. The relaT.

numher Jsessmenttool. 4.re att.thle the re% Ised Het., the thiTerenttal .tptdudetet..
the Role: itindtool Dctent% Teo. the (i5. ford Small Parts peterits Te..t. the Short 1-mnio%rnent .
161 41}.T. ( Arroode I Co the O on:derlue Personnel lesl. the Kuder Preference rest, the

eretsist Ploure lte;co Inuentor% the lNitern Peron:011%. I .tclors test. the Apotude for sft;stne
:he I o,r.r ,..110,11 Surat the Perotnel Test Tor I ndustr% (P111 Ito of \ Foto% to

OrAl Doeuton

tionship of the assessment activity to the planning process
would determine how this model might he managed. Multiple
centers would have tohave one cential data collection point,
which would have an impact on the management information
system.

The coordination of this model ri,pcnds upon how many
center.; arc collecting the information and how many sub-
contractors may be using the information. R is unusual for
an,agcney to share its information without sharing the cost.
of collecting the informatior,. Therefore; it is reasonable to
assume that this model may serve multiple functions, but
they will be functidns that are determined by the prirhe spoil.-
sor. It is conceivable, however, that the level 2 assessment
activity could collect data related to adult education pro-
grams, which the pririre sponsor could make available to the
local school board. It Would be a generous prime sponsor that
would meet the information needs of as outside agency: how-
ever, it is something to be considered. ..

Because of the higher level of assessment 'activity, this-,
model is more expensive, than level I models. However.. the ..,.,.._

increased cost of collecting the data is offset ,by the multi-
function aspect of the model. In the final analysis, cost-
effectiv.eness should not be a disadvantage in operating the

.
model. ..

ThiS model will have the greatest impact on the comi
of those considered thus far It is in a position to make o Fr

agency resources available to the participants by functioniAg
as a teferral,service. It has the advantage of beiog reasonably
inexpensiVe-to operate-while offering many benefits to clients
and program operators. It does not require staff skills that
exceed' those available o most prime sponsors. Because it is
a single agency operation, it requires minimal external and
internal, coordination:

Montgomery County, Md., operates a`1evel 2 multifunc-
.tion, single agency model.AViththe suppeir.t of a substantial
number of other community resources, Montgomery County
is able to serve all who apply job-related training. The

.....

intake and assessment component directs eligible
L

-applicants
to appropriate .services-that correspond to client needs. It is
used also as a means of collecting data to support program
review and adjustments.

,

The Montgomery County level 2 assessment involves cer-
tication of eligibility at the'reception center. An intake form
is completed and reviewed by an assessment counselor, who
also ntervieWs the client. These techniques solicit) inf )rma-
tion egarding past training, education, work hiStor. per-
mina data, and client vocational preferences. 'if/the clients
are determined to be job ready, they are referred tOthe place-
ment unit. 1r job training is indicated, the assessment coun-
selor recommends a vocational area and refers the client to
the employment counseling unij There, an employment
counselor.engars the client in further interviews and may
administer the GATE or other tests that are prerequisite to
acceptance by particular training institutions. Based upon the
client's self-reports arkd test: results, an employability plan
and training request are initiated. Th.S.s program operator
may.refer clients to any of a variety of training facilities.
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Tests are used more to determine whether a client is ac- function well if the agencies involved are not committed to
cep, able to the trainer under consideration rather than to de- the same objectives.
cide upon a vocational choice. The client's past history and Although problems of ,coordination and management are
interests generally determine 'vocational choice. This imor- disadvantages, better cost-effectiveness

illv7ir etoosr

illation is obtained through interviews after the client has had this model. A level 2 assessment center is less evens:
the prime sponsor if it meets several.the opportunity to review special literature on" occupations.
cost among several agencies. In many instances, this model
provides the only means whereby a prime sponsor is able to
get involved in a level 2 assessment activity considered neces-

The Multifunction, Multiagency sary for good program results.

Model (Level 2) The Metropolitan Baltimore Consortium consists of the
City of Baltimore and five surrounding counties. This sizable
urban employment and-training program-uses a level 2

to be found in operations where

multi-
This model would be likely' 'function, multiagency model but allows for a level 3 assess-

several agencies have agreed tha: the data derived from the ment in special cases. The Baltimore consortium provides

assessment processwould be mutually beneficial and thereby "intake and some level 2 assessment through its fifteen man-

warrant a joint endeavor to achieve shared objectives. An power "service centers. Four of these centers are contained in

example would bean agency specifically designed to accom- mobile units, operated by the prime sponsor. Six are subcon-

modate needs not met by the prime sponsor. This agency tracted to the employment service (with four of them jointly
funded by...the employment service and the prime sponsor.),could have an oveach recruitment facility located at the as=

iand five are subcontracted to community -organizasessment center. 1The prime sponsor benefits in that it has -

who cannot bsome alternative to offer, clients.- be en:olled, tions. Manpower service centers, receive, applications Li,

namely, the services of the other agency. Providing access to CETA-funded training. Aft religibBity
service center May provide either direct job placement orsuch ;alternatives is. NO-se frOm a political as well as a human- a 'd

itarian view 1 assessment to determine an appropriate referral to.one of the
.

A' stated earlier, the more information gathered in. the training contractor's.
multiple intake centers, there are

each
also

.

ment can -serve several purposes. This, in turn, 'Makes it an
course of assessment, the greater the probability that assess- In additio& to the m

multiple trAning contractors. Eligibility
attractive joint venture for other -agencies. This model calls' training program, are set jointly by the prime sponsor and the

training contractor. The manpower aseprpyriocep.rranteterreprerrorvaildsesroa

to the prime sponsor. Each potential use of data must be
for thoughtful planning because it Offers many possibilities

level 2 assessment for determining

weighed. .- ,
.:7-' training. This assessment includes counseling interviews and

testing in math and readin. The Job Corps reading test isOf course, the managementof .a level 2 multifunction..-
used to determine reading grade level. Level II of the Widemultiagency,model entails'more stall' training and more mon-
Range Achievement Test (WRAT) math _section is used toitoring of information. flow than' do the models discussed
measure a client's math grade level.earlier. When several agencies are cooperating to conduct as-

sessment, supervision is a key management issue. Eit ing
staff reporting to a different administi-ator poses OCC liar

,.. training and job referrals are based primarily on the cotin-
selor"s holistic assessment of the' client (

n

avocations, physical health,_ interests, previous work expel--problems. This can be avoided by giving one agency 'total
fence, vocational training. and's° forth). Set in this context,resposibility for the activity and subcontraCting with the

other agencies. However,. the reluctance of many agencies to math and reading grade levels are seen, as two of the many

relinquish control over their staffs poses a problem fOr any- factors to be considered.

oneoperating this model.- Two clients are t'erred for each
In some cases, the assessment-process can be-divided neatly with agreements with the training contractor. The -purpose

of the level 2 assessment is to effect an .a
available

applications
through the

into sectors, with eachoagency.'being,allowed a particular sec-
tor to manage. The results ()lithe assessment process are later a client's training needs with services
coordinatedrin one central office.. This information is then training contractor. The high volume
divided into shar.g units and redirected to the appropriate mands that testing be as brief as possible
agency requiring it. This process probably requires a more' clients have been referred for openings. con -
intricate management information syStem and more time tractor may administer-more tests and further screen' theta to

' spent in planning the flow of information thin do single select appropriate enrollees..The Psychological Corporation's
agency operations..There may also be problems in maintain- 'Fundamental Achievement Series is-a commorNest used by
ing control over acee4s to confidential information. ,. .,- I training contractors.

Ihyaritibly any nitiltiagency model is going to entail some When the service center identifies clientsequiring individ-
manageMent time. spent, maintaining good communications ualized..seryices before7becorning employable. it 'refers them
and..a high level of trust among agencies. This model cannot to the Baltimore Oocodwill Industries. Inc. This agency.
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serves as another training contractor, with specific emphasis
on the hard-to-scrv: c.:Ient. This more comprehensive service
package-includes a level 3 assessment, followed by a highly
individualized plan for services. Such services may include
Work adjustment, job readiness, vocational training, sup_
portive services, and job placement.

The Baltimore Goodwill Industries. Inc.. uses the Hester
Vegas System to provide a computerized printout or client
characteristics, using the code numbers of the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles; It may also conduct sonic psychological

'testing, work sampling, and exposure to the Singer/Graflex
evaluation system. Its VZStational Exploration Guidary,e.
sessment involves an,exposurelto a number of different \N'ork
areas,'followed by an vocational evil_.n--,Vhi interview. A
uatiori with these methods may take three or our weeks.

Baltimore has developed a process that meets the following
identified needs: (I) Service to a high volume -of clients in a
densely populated urban area: (2) screening for appropriate
referral to-training and job placement: and (3) proViding ser-

V7
vices.to especially disadvantaged and hard-to-serve enrollees.

Data..from 'Ole level 2 assessment conducted by the service
center are fed into the Baltimore Management Information
System (MIS). where they become\the ,-,rw data for Federal

. reports. This information is also used by the Baltimore con-
sortium's research department as a basis for study of client
placements. The-r0v, the assessment process not only.pro_
vides clients with an appropriate referral to training but also
supports the program's research e'1forts and reporting re-
quirements. It is classified as a'multiagency model in that the
Baltimore model provides its assessment services with the as_
sistance of the employment service. which in sonic cases con-
tributes personnel and other resources.

-The Single Function, Single
Agency Model (Level 3)

The primary dilTerence.between this model and those prev-
iously described is the extent of the assessment activity. A
level 3 activity includes a full range of diagnostic procedures
that see as the basis for a plan of individualized services.
This should he undertaken only when a number of services
and activities are available-to clients. The process involves
the use of a wide variety of assessment instruments, the selec-
tion of.which is based upon an analysis of information needed
to correctly match clients to available services or job oppor_
tunities, Because of the cost associated with this activity, it
is important that the prime sponsor carefully analyze what
information is needed to avoid collecting data that will have
no relevance to the services Or activities available. Obviously,
every eligible client cannot be given an extensive assessment
because the cost is prohibitive, prescreening is usually ac-
complished with the help. groupQf structured interviews,
counseling sessions. iii-depth orientation to the program, and
use of rough indicators of general education.

Because of the sophistication of the assessment process and
the test Measures to be used, a large and well trained staff is
required. A level 3 assessment activity precludes the possibil-
ity that any one stall person can independently complete the
entire diagnostic process for the client. This means that a
number of stair _members must function as an assessment
team.'each relating to the client in his or her particular area
of expertise. If the team approach is properly used, the stare
will have overlapping areas that will allow for checks of
\biases that tend to affect validation of the data collected,

interdependent team members require greater attention to
coordination than do staff function,ing independently of one
another -Clients must he schedu,la for interviews, tests, work
samples. and other assessmet is so that each member of the
team has the client available when needed. This requirement
for internal coordinaticn/if clients and team members is one
of the disadvantages of/a level3 assessment. If it is not well
managed.

frust:iitikr
:d.

n of the program operators awaiting
process?can he'prolonged to..the despair of the

client
eathe

Monitoring has the same importance .to this model as
did to level 2 models, -Feedhack on the accuracy of all pre:-
dictions and relevancy of data must be directed to the assess-
ment unit. Since there are more data involved, there is a
greater need fo'r increased fecdbac'.

The materials, staff, and time inv,,,,ed to complete a level
3 assessment greatly increase the cost per participant as-
sessed, However, because of the validity, availability,i, and
scope of the data obtained, it should reduce the cost per Client
successfully served in a program activity or placed in a job.
The kinds of level 3 assessment tools commonly used are
intery

iewsn)-eastu- . social assessments, and physical exam-
aptitude and interest tests, work evaluations, at-

itnitzultdioir exam -
inations. The increased cost. is likely to discouragettny prime
sponsor from Operating level 3 assessment alone, particularly
when it serves only one function. The cost is likely to exceed
the Abelene,efil

t2s:assessment usually involves the paper-and-pencil
.

test, whereas a level 3. assessment pr6bably includes this test,.
plus more. structured interviews, projective tests,' interest
tests. social assessments, and physical examinations. Noneof
these additional-assessments are likely to incur resistance
among clients since they relate primarily,to concrete behifv-
iors and generally involve one-to-one client-staff relation-
ships. -Clients are less likely to feel that they are competing
with others in their groups and can enjoy the special attention
that the process affords them, The increased assessment is
unlikely to result in more people being rejected than would be
found unsuitable by the level 2 assessment (although physical
examinations may reveal .diS'abilities that would prohibit
clients from participating in training activities).

A level 3 assessment may be resisted by planning

especially

ls
or elected flic are prejudiced against "fancy"

when they are administered by a psychologist.
Many people view such testing as having the implication that
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mental aberrations are suspected, The layman also may he
unaware of the usefulness of some of the more sophisticated
assessment tools and may resist spending money in this wav

The overall advantage of this modo is that it prOvides the
most helpful kinds of inforpation to govern selection of serv-
ices and :raining' activity for a particular client. I 10%..Cv e F.

V. hen this kind of as,,essincnt is incorporated in a model that
has onI one function and is operated by a single agency. the
cost is generally prohibitive.

The Multifunction, Single
Agency Model (Level 3)

'This model provides a all diaFiloStic analysis or each par-
ticipant. It can he it great sources of information for fulfilling
other program function;. The prime sponsor would use this
model in situations where oie community lacks an adequate
information referral service and the planning council con-
siders it to he the CI:TA program's responsihilit,' to provide
intensive counseling to unemployed people, including those
that it will not he able to enroll. One service that lends itself
to.this model is counseling in areas such as health care and
domestic relations.

Because of the extent of the level 3 :nquiry and the.,data
available to pinpoiat, real needs, information and/referral
services are more 'beneficial to t hi: client than are" those re-
sulting from inor_ limited assessments. Similarly/ an agency
is more likely to be responsive to a client referred to it, he-
cause of the quality of the material supporting the referral.
This model provides immediate service to the client in the
community in a measurable. waY Other agencies are ben-
efited by having ease histories' and sonic diagnostic informa-
tion available to them;

. Of course, planning for the operation Of this model sug-
gests consideration of a number of factors:

1, Selection of assessment instructions.

2. Selection of staff to c-nilit the assessment activ.itv.
3. How.the information, which is highly confidential.

can he used.
4, How this information V +ill he transferred from the assess-

ment center to the user agcric.
5: how information can support other :'"CT1CY activities,

sponsor is Operating an information and referral service,
linkages h,:tWeen the prime sponsor and other'agencies must
he effective. .1.0 evaluate benefits to the client. the sponsor
\+.ould have to determine that the client, %%hen referred, re-
ceived some benefits that he or she could not have received.
lust .:as %%ell %ithout the referral. This %%mild entail f011owup

I monitoring the referrals.
A chief disadvantage of this model is that the expense-of

operating a level 3 assessment activity is almost too great for
a small prime sponsor. It is unlikely that any prime sponsor
could justify the cost of this model solely in terms of meeting
its program objectives and goals. Tloweve'r, a manpower
planning council could justify an information and referral
service as a general support to the labor market, going he-
ond those people who will hecome CET-A enrollees.

The Multifunction Multiagency
Model ( Level 3)

Of all the models so far discussed, this is -the most com-
plex and difficult 'ft) operate. However. since it is a multi
agency model, expenses can he shared by collaborating agen-
Ci.es 'in a way that may make it cost-effective for all eon,:
cerned. A level 3 assessment activity provides ample data
to accommodate many purposes and therefore offers more to
a greater number of agencies. This model offers the most to
the community and to the client.

In planning this model..one should first consider the kindS
of information required in the assessment process in order
to serve the function of individualization of services to the
client. Second, one must think through what other functions
could he served by'', multiple use of the same information or by
a slight expansion of the information. Could this information
he used as a basis for a relined information and referral serv-
ice'? Could it he used as a means of monitoring client change
and therefore the effectiveness of program activities? The
planner should give thought to other agencies that have sim-.
ilar gOals and an interest in the same client population. If a
welfare office has a commitment to serve low-income mothers
receiving public assistance by rehabilitating them for eventual .

self-support, it would have some of the same information
needs as the prime sponsor.

Planning would not only identify these agencies but also,
Monitoring this model requires gteat care in reviewing the based upon their needs. would expand and refine the level 3
accuracy, of the information initially collected and even assessment. They would need to have inpitt regarding a share
greater care in tracing its use participating agencies to he of the cost of the assessment process and the extent to which
assuredthat it was not misused. they could,yommit resources to this end. This would be the

The management of this modiA presents distinctiveproh- basis for a plan for the management of the model that would
lems. The schedulirg of the administration of tests, counsel take into consideration the extensive need for monitoring to
ing interviews, and so forth must be coordinated carefully so :assure coordination and timeliness. Any level 3 assessment
that clieutsare available to the various assessment specialists can he time' eonstiming, and caution should be exercised to
when needed. Moreover, the management of this model re- see that the clients are served expeditiously--a greater prob-
quires that the flow 'of information be.controlled, If the prime. lem when more than one agency is involved in the process.,
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Monitoring should also determine whiit effect the model is
having on the client in terms of perceived benefits. If the
management plan cats for each agency to contribute ,trilf
member i to perform specific assessment activities. sums; one
person or agency must he assigned the responsibilitY lor man-
agement. Direct lines of communication yhould he estab-
lished and specific duties of each stall incinhi.r, including the
assessment supervisor, spelled out in writing. The use to he

inform-of the inform- tion should also he agreed upon. In this'
regard. differing gency philosophies and policies, come into
play. Some ago cies may feel nal no information obtained in
this process can he used to proem a client from taking ad-
vantage of the prime sporisorgs service. The prime sponsor
may %few assessment as a means of screening people for
training and employment activ ities. Such conflict, would
have to he resolved in the course of the planning of this
model.

The tradeoff is the models cost-effectiveness. A highly
sophisticated and expensive assessment process can he within
the financial reach of any priMe sponsor if a sufficient number
of agencies-in.. the community are willing arid ribe to share
the cost. Agencies that generally.: share an interest in serving

'the same clients as the prime sponsor would he the-local wel-
fare department, the employment service, and vocational're-
habilitation ag.enciesi. This model provides a most effective
basis for an information and referral service that prevents
clients from being shuttled from one agency- to another with-
out follow-up. It Prevents inappropriate referrals because of
'inaccurate or insufficient information. This model's greatest'
-advantage' is that it provides the community with a coor-
dinated information referral service that is caoahle of ohtain-
ing the most suitable agency services for the client. Its dis-
advantage is related to its complex linkages. hOth internally
and externally. Skills in planning and management are re-
quired to maintain such a model with success.

The Escamoia County (Fla.) prime sponsor is 'an example
of a level 3 multifunction, multiagency model. This is sur-
prising in that Escambia is a small prime sponsor w:th a Title
I grant of approximately 5.1 million annually. Fscambia,
County maintains a lev'el 3 assessment system at a cost to the
prime sponsor of approximately $68.000 per year.

Intake is contracted to the Florida State Employment
Service, which interviews applicants to determine eligibility
and referral for either employment or training. Those'ap-
plicants referred for training are assembled in gro6ps-fw pro-
Jam orientation and prescreening by the assessment center.

' A California Achievement Test hicator exam-and hrief Para-
graphs written by applicants are examined along with ap-
plication forms. Since the assessment center is also an infor-
mation and referral service serving State health and rehabil-
itative' agencies as well as CETA programs, selection of
clients to he assessed provides opportunities for services that
exist in several different agencies. For example, if there are
no openings for CETA-skills training but there are openings
in the remedial education class, clients who have the greatest
need for these services would enter the assessment center.
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(.Ii.rits with severe handicaps would be enrolled potential
Yocational rehabilitt ,.n clients.

The issessillerit procc,o, requires approximjtely iwo weeks.
to complete Stall N. kill-tune nut ,c ,Ind a
p,o-twole physician to t. (duct physical examinations. a

psychologist who administers the Nlinnesofa Multinhasic
Personality Inver-non,. ( M PI) and revised Beta, in addition
io providing career counseling. (3) a work evaluator who ad-
ministers the Jewish Employment and Voc;:tiunal Services
work evaluation each client. (4) a teacher ciao conducts
ticadernic assessments and monitors simulated classroom
situations to further determine the client's academic aptitude.
rind (5) a vocational rehabilitation counselor who serves as
overall supervisor of the unit and assists the client in making
final career choices. The/vocational rehabilitation counselor
also refers clients to.CFIA.training Or some other agency
that.may provide them with needed services and follows up
on the referrals. Clients receive no stipends while undergoing
assessment.

The inforthation obtained through this intensive assess-
ment process provides the diagnostics that establish the
basis for the employability plan and schedule for individ-
uali/ed services. An advantage of having various staff each
perform a portion of the assessment, rather than one psych-
ometrist do all of the assessment, is..that it allows for biases to
he canceled out. The assessment team members meet to corn-
hine their assessments Of each individual ease. The resulting
file of data and conclusions or recommendations for services
is shared 'with both the client-and the training counselor. At
that point, the role of assessment ends. The client and coun-
selor review the data and formulate an criiPloyability plan
that meets the approval of the client and the program man-
agement. "fns plan not only spells out vocational object:ves
and training activities. but also outlines the supportive cry-
it...es required.

Evaluation, Monitoring,
and Referral

.\ number of functions other than assessment are seryed.by
the _same -infOrmatitin gathered on clients. One is evaluation.
Escambia County evaluates its training prograths'by review,-
ing the baSeline data, collected on the new trainees every 90
days to determine what changes have occurred in the em-
ployahility factors,assessed. There are 26 such factors eval-
uated during the assessment process. Each is reviewed by the
training coordinator to determine what change may have
occurred during the 90 days of service deliver. This assess-
ment is again repeated at the time of termination for the
salient. 'These r.views enable the prograrn evaluation unit to
trace changes among all clients on a regular basis.

When some clients seem to he progressing along-the factor
relating to academic proficiency but not in the areas of "phys-
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is oh\ a ,Us -I he program's operations can be monitored and
ex aluated on the ba;r, a %%1101 posit ic change is produced in
the employability of the clients the Overall iuul of a train.
lug program Change or lack of change suggests revisions in
program rim and closer examination of a particular aeliv-
it:, or service. By c, :-relating changes in clients' employ-
ability ''actors to cheat success or failure in achieving
dcsir,,hle employme9t-, Inc program operator can determine
it' there is any predictive alue to the various employabdif.y
laLtors.

Escambia County has lomdertaken a plan to make its inter-
vening client assessments more reliable by pcoviding special
training to caseload managers, who are in Bauch with the
client on a regul'ar basis In many inStances, change can he
rated on the basis :if a client's achievement of particular ob-
iectives in the program. Eor inst;ince.if a client is assessed
as ha% ing no i.ocational skills, he. or she will he given a five,
the lowest rating on that employability factor. lithe training
provides the client s ith employment skills, the instructor con.
ducting the skills training rates the client. The (:iixeload Man-
ager then only needs to soh this ;nformation. not produce
it. Frequently, the same is true of academic assessment of
clients enrolled in remedial education class. who are rated by
their instructor to determine the grade level change.durirg.
their enrollment.

Less easy to measure are behavioral changes. in this in-
stance, the assessments are subjective, and there can be.a
wide variance between the initial subjective judgment of the
assessor and any subsequent judgments made by program_
staff atoher points in the interventiorr. process. The risk is
that observed changes may merely reflect the observers'
biases rather than any actual change.

Another function served Iv, the client ,itisessment center is
that' of information ;171d,refer;s0 Many clients assessed have
r-leeds :hat caniT,it he met by a CETA 17011111T pr.Trarri In

-rule Giese t0;ents a it he appropriate re-
feri ,i,- a t!,nz:hg tn the tirst year id oper,,ition. asm.iss,

, sh,,,xed that ,:heats
L'r,.! tit itx and ieccii,eq

rr.rimng rbec cheriis Iuuf uniroi,.01y o- dr ii..t rate
tercct; and a bath nlaceincrt -rate rercenti \n,;:hef
third acre i.0,11-101 t!) .1211C1 such

impa:rinents that they were eligihle for i..ocational rc:nihil0a
;ion serlcc In thl.:st: =c.itioriJ1 re41.:tqliZThon

0.:rils'ipatcd in the _rscsrt2crrt :o,tdc
referrals irur that chei!

Approximately a third at the cliet0., assesseil /1,1I

phie ior vocaiional (Chabd;14l1011. Mir ',sere hey approp-
nate refer rat, for training available uroier Merfibers

group. termed "sgray-area clients.- were generally
found to he functioning at a loss academic level (third- to
foulth-grado. During the assessment process. they exhibited'
behavior that would not be conducive to successful trainirig
(acting out overt hostility, being disruptive in a group. or
showinr no apparent motivation for training or interest in
programs available under C ETA ). The gray-area client group.
also included program "hoppers," alcoholics, and drug users.:
This has led the (ETA prime sponsor to plan to have special
programs to accommodate same members of the group in
fiscal 1978, The assessment center also has identified specif;
ically the characteristics of those perifile who were "falling
between agencies In conjunction si rth other agencies, some
etrort 'is being mude to pro'-i'ic special programs that %sill
help these individuals take ath.antage of the educational
opportunities provided through CEIA or the community
school system

.

Thv expense, a .in operation that provides such complete
services is-p,-.Ohih,itive unless the cost is shared by is number
of agencies in addition to the CETA prime sponsor. Such is
the case in Escambia County, where the local-health depart-
rnent, the voc,itionat rehabilitation service, the social welfare
office, and other agencies rec gnize the need to join their re-
'sources with the CETA program to serve essentially the same
population segment. Many of the staff and resources required
in an assessment center are provided by these agencies..Thi6
reduces the cost of this operation to $68.000 a year to the
CETA prime sponsor. The relationships.ofAhe contributing
agencies and their respective responsibilities are clarified in
written agreements.
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ANseysrnent 1)e%ict,

Tlie instruments available for assessment have many short--
coil' ,ngs Inc r older tests do not tit the special characteristics
of the drNathantaged population served by CETA programs.
The newer instruments designed to serve disadvantaged per-
ons in existence long enough to he validated
with a high levy! of confidence. Program director are per-
plexed in their search for a valid and- reliable assessment
instrument.

The success of an program activity depends upon. the
competency of the people dealing on a one-tp-one basis with
the client. There is no suhstitute for- know -how on the part of
the staff th,. a,,essment. Any assessment instru-
ment. he citerview or the MMPI, will not compensate
for staff Assessment instruments should be con-.
sidered as a w.:y, to aid competent staff to make ,objective
ludgmenrs when confronted w ith extremely subjective cri-
teria.- They organize one's tliinking and approach toward the
gathering of -information. One should not hesitate to use an
instrument simply because it has not been proved beyond a
doubt.to he valid. but should exercise caution when using
test results. There are no infallible instruments. Some are
more nearly valid than others_ and this, along with costs. re-
usability, and sophistication of the assessor, should be the
guide to their selection. '-

The selection of assessment instruments is based largely
upon what purpose assessment sill serve:It is assumed that
assessment will okays he used to determine client eligibility.
If this is its only functiod, a prime sponsor probably would
not he interested in any testing instruments that have been
described here. On the other hand, if the function of the as-
sessment center is to provide an information and 'referral

(service. the program director should include a structured in-
terview. biographical information, and a physical examina-
tion or basic physiological screening so that a referral to
medical resourccn.will he possible. If the assessment center
is serving as a means of outreach and recruitment for the use
of a community health center, perhaps it would include
psychological screening.

Once the functions have been agreed upon and the ap-
propriate assessment devices selected to provide the informa-
tion that will accommodate those functions, the program
director must decide hoW to manage intake and assessment.
Much can he said for the interagency approach. It is cost-
effective and opens the door to other agency resources for a

-elienr_When each CETA client has had contact with another
agency's stall, a rapport is usually..established that facilitates
the client's receipt of services from that agency.

In many.eases,prime sponsors are concerned about main-
taining the integrity of-their programs and separating their
programs from the political arena. Some thought should he
given to having an agency outside the prime sponsor's direct
control provide the certification of eligibility for CETA
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clients. The local State employment service is readily avail-
able and meets this criterion. As an agency neither budgeted
by nor under the control of a local government official, the
employment office. throur7h a financial or nonfinancial agree-
ment. is ideally suited to take applications of clients, to judge
whether they meet the specified eligibility criteria, and to
complete the certification process.

The State employment office, because it has considerable
contact with unemployed people. could also provide either a
level 2 or a level 3 assessment. It has a role to play in most
intake and assessment processes.

In some communities, the local health or welfare agency
has staff who could do sophisticated testing. Such an ager. :y
may contribute its staff to a joint intake, assessment. and re-
ferral effort with the CETA prc -am.

Another agency that has the some goals and renders care_
to many disadvantaged people is the vocational rehabilitation
service. This agency normally provides diagnostic evalua-
tions to determine eligibility for its services. It can often pro-
vide the same service to all CETA clients, in exchange for
sharing the cost of assessment.

. Local welfare departments and WIN projects may be in-
terested in assisting efforts to bring service to the welfare
client or potential welfare recipient.

Arrangements among agencies to provide assessment serv-
ices involve careful planning.. Controls over the activities
should be carefully defined and delegated to particular
individuals.

Although working in conjunction with other agencies is
cumbersome and can be frustrating and aggravating for. a
prime sponsor, the rewards to the client and the community
make this effort worth careful consideration. If interagency
cooperation is a problem in one's community, perhaps this is
the time to take the first step toward facilitating an inter-
agency effort. A prime sponsor might be able to offer an as-.
sessment center just as inexpensivelyand more conven-
ientlyon its own. Yet in the hope of making closer.coopera-
lion among agencies the scenario for the future. it might still
want to take the lead in planning an interagency center.

A key element of an intake and assessment activity is its
logistics, as demonstrated by the Broward Manpower Coun-
cil, which uses mobile units to provide services to remote
areas. It is unlikely that a level 3 assessment center, especially
when it includes a work evaluation laboratory, can be rep-
licated throughout a large area. It would be necessary to
transport the clients to an assessment center. or to set up a
mobile assessment unit. The latter is expensive and would not
work as well, because testing requires private offices, and a
work eyaluation laboiatory must have considerable space for
equipment-. More limited mobile units or multiple intake cen-
ters can he established throughout the prime sponsor's juris-
diction: then. with the help of some prescreening. certain
clients can be selected for extensive assessment and referred
to a central location.

CN 1 I
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Screening Clients

One of the problems that level 3 assessment encounters is
screening certain clients to take certain tests. One approach
is to have a batteryof tests that all clients must take. The
same history and data are thus available for every client.
which is in% aluable for program evaluation or research
purposes.

Another approach is the "filter" system. Eligible clients
are given an intensive orientation and structured interviews,
with screening according to individual needs and expressed
wishes for services. These are matched with services avail-
able in the community, and referrals are made.

Screening for agency eligibility criteria permits a large
group of CETA eligibles to be referred for services. Those
who are not diverted by the process are "filtered" through to
CETA. Although this process does not assure that every el-
igible applicant will rtceive services, it does reduce the num-
hcr not receiving any services. More importantly, it identifies
those clients whose needs are not being,met by the commun-
ity. CETA. sponsors have the option of developing new pro-
grams that can better assist the client or approaching a con-
sortium of agencies and asking them to pool their resources
to meet the identified needs. Communities that have under-
taken such efforts find that it is the first time that clients have
been identified and described as to characteristics and
needs the first step toward developing programs.

Summary

An assessment activity may lean toward either of two pos-
sible extremes. One is the "medical" model, which assumes
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that a client is there because something is out of order. The
process of diagnosis, prescription, and treatment is controlled
by agency staff who regard the success of the therapy as a re-
flection of their skills and expertise. The "humanistic" model
assumes that, so long as everyone, particularly the staff, is
feeling good about whatever is going on, results are bound to
be good. Somewhere in between is an approach that accepts
the client as a mature human being, capable, with informa-
tion and counsel, of charting his or her own path to a success-
ful career future. Although there are no laws of human
behavior as there are laws of physics, there is a depth of
understanding about the causes of behavior and learning that
suggests commonalities among people in general. These
commonalities become the attributes measured by various
assessment techniques.

The state of the art of assessment in employment and
training programs is generally crude and unproved. Those
prime sponsors that have instituted assessment are unwilling
to give it up, but they can produce little documentation that
it has had any positive effect on programs or clients. The
need for research is obvious.

Equally credentialed experts argue for and against testing.
A prime sponsor may as likely be condemned for testing
clients as for not testing. This monograph does not suggest-
any course or_action regarding testing, but it does argue for a
formal assessment (as opposed to an informal assessment),
outlines progi,im issues and management concerns that af-
fect assessment, and references other literature for further
research. A prime sponsor wanting to know whether its in-
take and assessment component is having a positive effect on
employment and training program outcomes will have to rely
on its in-house program evaluation capabilities for Confirma-
tion. It will be through research undertaken by prime spon-k.
sors in the "laboratories" of their programs that the state-
of-the-art of client assessment will grow.
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APPENDIXES

A. Report by New York-State to the Department of Labor's
Manpower Planning Secretariat

A CETA Participant Selection System for Titles I and II

Using the System

This selection system, specifically designed for New York
State prime sponsors, is intended to serve as a management
tool, By using this system. a coordinator will have!an addi-
tional tool for the selection of CETA participants. A score,
obtained from a matrix, provides for the selection of individ-
uals based on need.* Therefore,- persons with the highest
pointsthe most needyare then selected for a particular
program.

Conversely, when funding for a program i halted, the
matrix may be used as a layoff system. Partici a is with the
lowest point totals are basically the- ones who ar eastin.
need; therefore, they should be the first ones to be laid off.

By choosing this system, program coordinators are able to
conduct an assessment. of their participants by making a
check of the par. ..cipant's score over a period of time because
a higher score indicates a more needy person. For instance, if
at the end of a training period\a participant has a higher
score than when he or she enterec4nto training, the employ-
ment has not been beneficial or the -Oarticipant needs more
training.

Method. TheThe usefulness of this system is partially reflected
in the ease with which it is set up. The vertical categories (see
matrices at end of next section) are labeled as economic Char-
acteristics and do not change from prime sponsor to prime

sponsor. Horizontal components are social characteristics
and reflect significant segments within the prime sponsor or
balance-of-State area.

Beginning' at the right-hand side, n umber the social char-
acte4istics commencing with one (1) and proceed, in integers.
This is done so that the category/that has the highest number
receives the highest priority.',Economic characteristics are
numbered from bottom to top', starting with 1.0 and pro-
ceeding in two-tenth intervals. The rank for a category is-
arrived at by cross-mult iplication.

A final score is obtained by adding t
o
he points for each spe-

cific social characteristic on one horizontal line. For example,
if a' CETA is eligible for a

e
Title I position and is

a food stamp recipient, the interviewer would use the second
horizontal line. Assume also that the individual is the head of
a household, 27 years of age, and a female; the total score is
then 22-11 for head of household, eight for being in the 25
to 44 age group and three for. female.

Rules. Paragraph 95.31(c) of the CETA Rutes and Regula-
tios (May 1975) provides- for the use of a system that
establishes priorities:

1. A person may take credit for only one'economic charac-
teristic; i.e., whichever yields the highest rank.

2. A person must claim at least one social characteristic, but
should claim more than one where qualified.



3. A person may claim only one kind of veteran status: i.e.,
-whichever yieldsthe highest rank.

4. The economic characteristic defines which horizontal line
to use.

5. The "other" category is also included to give an inter-
viewer some managerial control over the selection process.

6. Only one "family member" should ordinarily be included
in a county's CETA program.

7. Participants must be in-formed that job opportunities are
transitional and will not ordinarily exceed 18 months.

Categories. The economic characteristics determining
eligibility of potential participants for each of the titles are
defined in the CETA Rules and Regulations. They db. not
vary from county to county or from prime sponsor to prime
sponsor. They are targeted to the populatiOn that the specific
title was designed to serve.

A significant segment, defined in paragraph 94.4 (yy) of the
Rules and Regulations, is a group of people to be charac-
terized, if appropriate, by sex, age, and racial or ethnic origin
and by Occupational or veteran status which causes them to
generally experience unusual difficulty in obtaining einploy-
ment and who are in need of the services provided by the title;
i.e., a significant segment need not be the same in all titles.
Other descriptive categories may be' used to define a sig-
nificant segment, if appropriate.

Data on signifidint segments may be obtained from several
sources, including the following:

I. 1970 census of population.
2. Unemployment insurance beneficiary data.
3. Employment security automated reporting system

(ESA RS).
4. The universe of need.

5. State-aided programspublic assistance enrollees.
6. Economic profilesNew York State Department of; La-

bor, Manpower Planning Secretariat.
7. LabOr force data.

One of the basic responsibilities of priine sponsors in ac-
cordance with paragraph 95.31 of the Rules and Regulations
is to establish priorities for receipt of assistance authorized
under the act, taking into account the priorities identified-by
the. Secretary and the-significant segments represented among
the'economically disadvantaged, unemployed, and underem-
ployed residing within its jurisdiction.

Title I

Economic Groups To Be Served

1. Home relief recipients. By serving those most needy in-'
dividuals first, the prime sponsor is relieving the enormous
welfare burden currently in place in all states.
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2. Economically disadvantaged. As defined in paragraph 94.4
(t), (1), (2) a person is poor if hd or she is a member of a
family (adapted in accordance with paragraph 95.32 of the
Rules and Regulations):
a. Who receives cash witl fare paymcnts or
b. Whose annual income, in relation to family size, does

not exceed the Office of Management and Budget pov-
erty level.

3.. Unenzployed. As defined in paragraph 94.4(ggg), ( I ), (2).
a person who is without a job and who wants and is avail-
able for work, defined as "a person who did not work dur-
ing the calendar week in which the determination of his or
her eligibility for participation is made."

4. Underemployed. As defined in paragraph 94.4(fff), (1), (2).
a person who is working part time (less than 35 hours per
week) but seeking full-timwork, or a person who is work-
ing full-time work but whose salary relative to family size
is below the poverty level.

Special Consideration. Adapted in accordance with para-
graph 95.32(e), (1), special consideration shall be given to vet-
erans in two categories:

I. Disabled veteran (defined in paragraph 94.4(2], [3r) is a
person who served in the armed forces and who was dis-
charged or releasW therefrom with other than-a dishon-
orable discharge and who has been given a disability rating
of 30 percent or more.

2. Special veteran (defined in paragraph 94;4[zz]) is an in-
dividual who served in the armed forces in Indochina or
Korea between August 5, 1964 and May 7, 1975, and who
received other than a dishonorable discharge.

Social Characteristics

1. Head of household. Defined as a person who is eligible to
claim more than himself or herself on income tax forms.

2. Dropout.:Vefined as an individual who is at least 25 years
old and has not attained 12 years of education.

Title II

Eligible Areas. An area of sUbstantial unemployment (de-
fired in paragraph 94.4[d],[1], [i],[ii]) shall mean any area
which:

1. Has a population of at least 10,000 persons.

2. Qualifies for a minimum allocation of $25.000 under Title
II of the act.

3. Has a rate of unemployment of at 'least 6.5 percent for a
period of 3 consecutive months.
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Ecomonic Groups To be `erred. Adapted in accordance
with paragraph 99.36(h):

I. Unemployed persons who have exhausted their unemploy-
ment insurance benefits.

2. Unemployed persons who are not eligible for unemploy-
ment insurance benefits,

3. Persons whd.are unemployed for 15 or more weeks.
4. Persons who are unemployed for at least 30 days but not

more than 15 weeks.

Special Consideration. 'accordance with paragraph
99.37(a).(b).(c) special consideration shall be given to;

I. The economically disadvantaged:
a. Home relief.
b. Other economically disadvantaged, such as food stamp

recipients or those who have a family income below the
poverty level.

2. Veterans
a. Disabled.
b. Special.

3. Former trainees.

1.8

1.4

t 1.0
;.1

CETA TITLE

Social Chra-octeris tics With Assigned Weight

9 8 .

Conclusion

It is important to note that the matrix can and should he
tailored to individual counties..Each county has its own prior-
ities and significant segments. The county manpower coor-
dinator must decide whom to serve: once this decision is
made, the self-suStair ing matrix will accomplish this end.

The matrix converts client characteristics into a numerical
code that can be combined into an overall rating of eligibility
ofeach client. This instrument addresses one of the frequently
cited problems among prime sponsors. In view .of the eligi-
bility requirements as spedified by the Rules and Regulations
under CETA and the priority classifications identified by the
coordinator, how does one decide whom to enroll when there
are a number of people meeting- criteria for eligibility and
representing different target groups? This matrix addresses
the problem by quantifying these characteristics so that they
can be combined into a total score.

Finally, it must be stressed that, while the matrix is not the
final answer in a participant selection system. it is an im-
portant tool that can aid employment and training planners
in most effectively serving their respective populations.

P.91REF RENCE MATRIX

5 3

Disabled
veterans

.

Veterans
Heads

of
householdshouseholds

ropouts
25 to 44

vears
of age

"5 Te o,

over

Under
21 years

Minorities
-.and .

women
Other

Home'
relief

recipients
16 14 13 11 9 7 5 4

Other ,

economic-
ally disad-
vantaged

14 ., 13 11 10 8 6 5 3 2

Unem-
ployed 15
Or more

weeks

13

.

11 10 8 7 : 6 4
.

3

Unem-
ployed less

than 15
weeks

11 10 8
.

7 6 5 4 -,-

it.,,,irr-
employed

8 7 6 5 4 3 2 I

.

Nort The values in each cell ( Quarel are derived by multiplying social characteristic ..eight by economic charadieristic weight and then rounding otT These Weights. as welt as the position or character-

isties. are thustraltse. To use this system. prime sponsors would Incate characteristics and assign:values according to their needs and poliC:s.
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1.0

CETA TITLES I I AND VI INTAKE PREFERENCE MATRIX

Social Characteristics With Assigned Weight

10 '' 9 f.1 7 5 S' 2 1

Home
relief

recipientS

Other
economi-
calls dis-

advantaged

Disabled
veterans

Veterans
Heads

of
households

Former
trainees

Older
workers Youth.

A inori-l
and

women
Other

Unemploy-
ment in-
surance

exhaustees

16 14 13 11 10 8 5- 3 2

Not eligible
for unem-
ployment
insurance

14 - 13 II 10

-

.8 c. 6 4 3

Unemp?oyed
IS or
more

weeks

12 10 8 7 6 5 4 2 . 1

Unemployed
less
than

15 weeks

10 9 8 7 5 4 3 I

Ntrr, For cx planation, secIootriutc accomcunving CETA TitIc I Matrix, above.
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B. Goodwill Industries of South Florida, Inc.,
Re-Education Program

Behavioral Asses§ment Procedures

Source

The following items are from the Burk's Behavior Rating
Scales adapted to the workshop situation in order to Prompt
specific data during the work evaluation..

Procedure

Enter in the "recommendation for the behavioral prescrip-
tion" only those items on the "behavioral assessment check
list ". rated one (1) or two (2) on the rating guide of the "work
evaluation report"; i.e., "completely inadequate or below
average vocationally."

1. Behaviors and performknces receiving a rating of one (I)
are acceptable only in a highly structured, supportive, non-
competitive work setting such as a sheltered workshop.

2. Behaviors and perforrnances, receiving a rating of two (2)
suggest that the participant is achieving below the level of
competitive employment. However, there are indications
that with additional treatment and/or training, he may be
able to function with such a work setting.

Behavioral Assessment Checklist

A. PerSonal appearance
I. Grooming
2. Work attire

B., Physical assets and liabilities
1. Poor physical strength

a. Avoids physical effort.
- b. Gets hurt in physical work.

c. Gets tired quickly.
d. Will not do rough work.
e. Appears physically lethargic.
f. Slow.

2. Poor coordination -

a. Has trouble holding onto things:
b. Shows poor coordination in largeMiiscle activity.
c. Handwriting is poor.
d. Accidentally runs into people and objects.
e. Drawings and paintings are mesSy.

3. Obesity

C.

34

Mental abilities
i. Poor academics

a. Shows poor reading.
b. Shows poor spelling.
c. Follows academic directions poorly.
d. Assignments are poorly written.

2. Poor intellectuality
a: Does not ask questions.
b. Perseverates; cannot shift responses.
c. Gives inappropriate responses.
d. Does not show imaginatidn.
e. Has trouble remembering things.
f. Shows poor vocabulary.
g. Does not show common sense.



3. Poor attention ,

a. Show:, erratic, flighty, or scattered behavior.
b. Is easily distracted; lacks continuity of effort and

perseverance.
c. Attention span not increased by punishment or

reward.
d. Attention span is short.
e. Cannot finish what he is doing: jumps to something

else.

4. Poor reality contact
a. Tells bizarre stories.
b. Uses unintelligible language.
c. Shows daydreaming.
d. Shows tics and grimaces without apparent reason.
f. Rotates or rocks his body.
g. Makes weird drawings.
h. Is unaware of what is going on around him.

D. Emotional stability
. Excessive anxiety
a. Shows many fears. a

b. Appears tense.
c. Worries too much.
d. Flushes easily.
e.- Appears nervous.

2. Poor impulse control
a. Becomes overexcited easily.
b. Is hyperactive and restless.
c. Shows explosive and unpredictable behavior.
d. Is impulsive.
e: Cannot control self (will speak out or, jump out

seat).
3. ,poor anger control

a. Becomes angry quickly.
h. Becomes angry ifasked to do something.

. c. Is quickly frustrated and loses emotional control.
d. Explodes under stress.
e. Flares up if teased or pushed.

4. Excessive self-blame
a. Questions indicate a worry about the future.
b. Upset if ma's a mistake.
c. ShowS overremorse for doing wrong.
d. is upset if things do not turn out perfect.
e. Blames himself if things go wrong.

5. Excessive resistance
a. Is stubborn and uncooperative.
b. Is rebellious if disciplined-.
c., Denies responsibility for own actions.
d. Does things his own way.
e. Will not take suggestions from others.

6, Excessive dependency
a. Is dependent on others to lead him around.
b. Is overobedient.
c. Is-easily led.
d. Wants Others to do things for him.
e. Seeks constant praise.

I

of

7. Excessive sense of persecution
a. Maintains others pick on him.
b. Complains he never gets his fair share of things.
c. Will not forgive others.
d. Accuses others of things they actually did not do.
e. Complains others do not like him.

-

E. Interpersonal Relationships
I. Poor sense of identity

a. Acts as nonconformist.
b. Wears unusual clothing styles.
c. Associates with loners. .

d. Rejects classmates in hostile manner.
e. "Style" of behaving deliberately different from

most.
2. Excessive withthwval

a. Is difficult to get to know.
b. Shows little feeling when others are upset.
c. Withdraws, quickly from group activities; prefers to

work by self.
Is shy.
Ddes not show feelings.
Appears disinterested in work of others.

3. Poor social conformity
a. Displays a "don't care" attitude; does what he

wants.
b. Tells falsehoods.

ti

c. Does not follow through on a promise.
d. Takes things which do not belong to him
e. Shows little respect for authority.
f Is tardy.
g. Is involved in undesirable escapades.
h. Is truant. .

4. Excessive aggressiveness
a. Laughs when others are in trouble.
b: Hits or pushes others.
c. Wants to boss others.
d. Is sarcastic.
e. Teases others.
f. Plays tricks on other children.

5. Excessive sexuality
a. Employs much sex talk.
b. Reads questionable sexual material.
c. Acts boy crazy or girl crazy.
d. Wears sexually provocative clothing.
e. Studies pictures of 'Pornographic nature.
f. Shows exclusive interest in opposite sex.

-;)

d.
e.
f.

F. Work habits
I. Poor ego strength

a. Depreciates and rusts own abilities.
b. Is easily satisfied with inferior performance.
c. Avoids competitidn.
d. Is easily frustrated and gives up passively.
e. Acts silly.
f. Shows little self-confidence.
g. Plays the clown.
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2. Excessive suffering
a. Sulks.
b. Appears unhappy.
c. Seems to welcome punishment.
d. Deliberately puts himself in position

criticized.
c. -Gives picture of "poor me."
f. Feelings easily hurt.
g. Appears depressed.

II. Ratings and Behar rs in Job Sampling

of being

A. Learninj and ( ,mprehension
I . Responses to instruction

a. Requires minimal instruction for task completion.
b. Requires moderate instruction and-completes task.
c. Requires extensive instruction for task completion.
d. Does not complete'task with extensive instruction.

2. "On-task" behavior_
a. Rarely on task.
h. Fluctuates from on task to off task.
c. More on task than off task.
d. Stays on task.

3. Flexibility - rotation of tasks
a. Adjusts well to new tasks.
b. AdjUsts`to new tasks with minor difficulties.
c. Adjusts to new tasks with major-difficulties.
d. Cannot adjust to new tasks.

B. Performance characteristics
Frustration and tolerance
a. Attends to job regardless of obstacles.
b. Attends to job with evident frustration.
c. Has difficuViAttending to job when confronted with

obstacles
d. Cannot complete job when confronted with

obstacles.
2. Consistency of effort

S. Shows consistent work behavior.
b. Shows moderately consistent work behavior.
c. Work behavior was erratic. ,

d. Work behavior was unstable.

C. Work attitudes
1. Adaptation

a. Upon being familiarized with shop rules, the. client
adjusts with little delay.

D.

E.

b. Upon being familiarized with shop rules, the client
adjusts with some delay.

c. Client has difficulty adjusting to shop rules after
being familiarized.

d. Client cannot adjust to shop rules though familiar
with same.

2.. Motivation toward work
a. Demonstrates initiative in finding tasks to perform.
b. Client will frequently seek tasks to perform.
c. Client rarely seeks tasks to perform.
d. Client iS-content to sit idle.

3. Stress responses
a. Works beSt under little or no stress.
b. Work responses improved by occasional stress.
c. Work responses best under constant moderate

stress.
d. Work responses best under constant strong stress.

4. Punctuality
a. Institutes work behavior imnfediately.
b. Seldom delays institution of work behaviors.
c. Frequently late in instituting work behaviors.
d. Consistently late in instituting work behaviors.

5. On-task work behaviors
a. Stays on task while/working.
b. Stays on task more than off task while working.
c. Stays on task one-half of the time
d. Stays off task most of the time.

Interpeisonal relations
I . Reaction to supervision

a. Works best with little or no supervision.,
b. Works best with limited, supportive supervision.
c. Works best with firm supervision.
d. Cannot work without supervision.

2. Peer relations
a. Achieves group acceptance quickly and easily.
b: Achieves group acceptance after a short period of

time.
c. Achieves group acceptance to a limited degree.
d. Does not achieve group acceptance.

Appearance
I. Grooming

a. Consistently neat and clean.
b. Needs periodic reminders about dress and/or per-

sonal care.
c. Careless about personal cleanliness to the point of

giving offense.
d. Consistently unkempt and disorderedmakes little

or no effort to meet standards of typical group.



GOODWILL INDUSTRIES OF SOUTH FLORIDA, INC. RE-EDUCATION PROGRAM
Form For Recording and Controlling Behaviors

. Program Name

Work station Dates

Mon. Tues. Wed. Thurs. Fri.

Defining behavioral goals

I L

P

2

P

3

P

4 L

P

Total
of
P

P Coast of Jet ual behavior or piexm.
L Limit leatimatel of inappropriate behavior or pier.-en which determine reward or not.
V . Reward ranted.
XX. Reward denied.

Qu rter of the working di Y tittvicted hv rn hrci!k..lunt:n ,nt.r
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C. Summary of Assessment Tools for the Disadvantaged

Assessment
tool

Purpose
for which

it was
constructed

Other
planned
purposes

Time
needed to

administer

Required
skill level
of tester

Expense
of adrnin-
istration

Group
or

individual

Validity,
reliability.
normal(

data
available'

Population
of intended

use

Format

,

Basic Occupa-
tional Literacy
Test

Biographical
Information
Blank

Colorado Man-
power.Labora-
tory Instru-
Matt&

a. Social
Access
Question-
naire

b. Revised
Miskimins
Self-Goals
Other Test

Counseling and
personal devel-
opment

Job placement

Research

Assignment to
training

Counseling and
personal devel-
opment.
Assignment to
training

Admission to
program

.

21/2 hrs.

No time
limit

30 min.

Medium

Minimal

Medium

'

Minimal

.

'

Group

Both

-

V/R/N Disadvantaged
adults -

Disadvantaged
manpower
program en-
rolites

Disadvantaged
manpower pro-
gram appli-
cants and
enroll:es

"

I Measures arith-
metic and
reading skills.

Application
blank style;
simple, fourth
grade reading
level format.

Eighty-nine item
questionnaire
measuring six
personality fac-
tors and per-
sonal-history.
Multiple
choice and bi-
polar agree-
disagree items.

Complex chart
and rating sys-
tem asking
client to use
three different'
perspectives in
filling out the
chart three ,
times.

V . validity data available.
R reliability data evadable
N . normative data available.
No entry means that no data were evadable at the time this chart was prepared.

SOL 041: EliKker.lhomas E.. Methods al thtessing the Disadvantaged in Manpower Pr.:tansy A RntieW and A nalvsLt.(Los' Angeles: Human Interaction Res/arch Instil
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C. SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT TO01._:1; FORTHE DISADVANTAGED Conrirtued

.4.s..stismertt
:ool

for which
it K-as

cOnstracted

Offter

purpose.:

Time Re:7:.;red
skii level

acirt-tir:isteri of:ever

i
GrE!,. Cr

; VSL'tzfiry.
i..T.tp-en.i,e 1 ..,.7. ', r-rlizt:t.fity.

o f or?* ,- or
atrcitort 1 :rt,fiviclua.! 1

1 t
325 0

c. Work Re- es-mrch
quirerr cnts

Minimal 1%4 inirncl Both Distadvantagext
menpower pret-

Rating
Scale

d. Importance
Question-
naire

Admission to
program or
job placement

RI am appli-
cAnts a.rtd

e. Employ-
ment Satis-
faction
Question-
naire

f. Job Condi-
lions Ques-
tionnaire

g. Job Expec:
tancy
Rating

h. Job impor-
tance Pre-
diction
Scale

i. Set f-A ccep-
tanc.e Ques-

tionnaire

Program es 2.1.,..1-

! atter:

j. Sirntlaritcc Counseling or
Scale job placement

... .

i

.

t

l
i

it
I

the
7s.:-,rtanuc

cationally to-
ttod tor.

Twerity items
relating to job
conditions Cr
opportunities
Subjc ct. rates
f.",!:1 on an imt.
;.sztrt..ance

Istonlyitems
relating to job
5..VocriCt101

Sut...!tct rates
c.:2d !! item on

5-1:tsfaLlt!:1

Eight page 4:tese
tionnaire con-
cerning per.
erised ssork
ehsironenent

One pagr form
for f.:tt.tg
iab conditions

item
fitoin
subject is askcd
to select thc
four most'irn
Isortant job
conditions for
himself.

t`teer; highi,s
ded self -
clakion

:tits in truc-
false response
form

EigIsty items
about trehret
torsThat the
subject is a sk et;

Fait

' V valtdtty data available
reliabilay data available.

N paettuttive data avaitable4

No entry meatta that op data ...ere/via:We at the time that dun .15 (1Tr5117111

SOLACE Rachel, Thomas E.. AI taiesd, f Annomr it Chfartwoxiazed on Me.powee Prams .4 flevt4,. cAt 4taIrtIJ. (Lox Anacipt Human InteTact.ol Reurvel, tnuktc . t47 t
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C. SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT TOOLS FOR THE DISADVANTAGEDContinued

Asiel,rment
tool

Purpose
for which

it was
constructed

Other
planned
purpose's

Time
needed to
administer

Required
skill level
of tester

Expense
of adntin-
istraticm

Group or
or

individual

Validity,
reliability.
normative

data
available

Population
of intended

use

Format

j. Motivation
for Voca.
tional
Achieve-
ment

k. Practical
Reasoning-
Map Read-
ing

1. Practical
Reasoning.
Zip Coding

m. Practical
Reasoning-
File Card
Sorting

Educational
Testing Scrv
ice NYC En.
rollee and
Former Ques-
tionnaires

:iood% in Work
Orientation
Questionnaire

ndik Work
Motivation
Scales (motive
to work, am-
tive to avoid
work, expec-
tancy to work.
expectant-54o
avoid work, n
centive to
work)

rewish Employ-
merit and Vo-
cational Ser.,.
ices Work
Sample Sys-
tem

fi

Counseling and
personal
development

.

-

,

Program evalu-
anon short and
long run effects

Research

.

Counseling and
personal
development

Program evalu-
ation

,

Counselor
training

Assignment to
training

Assignment to
training; job
placement

21/2 hrs

i

I

I

`

15 min.

1.2 weeks

Medium

'

. .

Medium

.

..---

High

Minimal

Minimal

Medium

_---

.

High

Group
(4-15)

.

Individual

E-)th self-
adminis-
tering
anclhome
interview

Individual

.. .

.

Both

V/ R/N

'

V/R

V/R/N

V/R

V/N

Disadvantaged
youth 16-21

WIN trainees

M DTA
trainees

Disadvantaged

Seventeen items
ill Likert-style
format.

Ten four-choice
multiple
response items.

-

Ten items; mu!-
tiple-choice
format.,

Ten multiple
choice items:
file cards are
attached to
test booklet.

, Interview for-
mat; short
answer sen-
ten= comple-
tion and mul-
tiple choice
items.

Eight-page
questionnaire
with Liken-
type items
( "agree -dis-
agree ").

Orally adminis-
tered inter-
view-type ques-
tionnaire with
Liken and
multiple
cnoice comple-
tion items.

Twenty-eight
work samples
representing
job activities in
ten occupa-
tional areas.

V alsdsig de a as astabk
R rettablloy data at ellahle
N . esorosaisse data astaaahle
No tears restarts that *octal* are a.a.lable at the Inc t nis chart v.., pictured

Sot- rt. ths-m, . aatoktsrt or A it to,og the thiadwitlagni Manpo.rr Pro 'c .4 Rn arid no/W.1.11-os Angeles Human !meter mn Research Institute, 19731
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C. SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT TOOLS FOR THE DISADVANTAGEDContinued

Assessment
tool

Purpose
for which

h was
constructed

Other
planned
purposes

Time
needed to
administer

Required
skill level
of tester

Expense
of aamin-
Lstration

Group or
or

individual

Validity,
reliability.
normative

data
available'

Population
of intended

use

Format

orrnson, et al
Social Vocabu-
lary Index

Tf..st develop-
ment and
research

Medium Minimal Both V/R Rural rehabili-
cation clients

Paper-and-pen-
cil test, self-ad-
ministers g, 20
items eac on
six scales: \'Self-
concept, s f-
acceptance
ideal-self, con-
cept of otheis,
vocabulary,'
and social
desirability.

orgen- on, et al Minimal " Individual Two-part paper-

Revised Inter-
action Scale

''and pencil
questionnaire.

andel!, et al
NYC En-
rollee Inter-
view Forms I
and II

Evaluation and
program
development

Assignment to
training

Medium Medium ' NYC enroll=s Form 1: 20 item
multiple-choice
or fill-in inter-
view format.
Form II: 58
items giving
job qualifica-
tions or expec-
tations, inter-
view form: sub-
ject rates items
for degree of
necessity or
importance.

JATB Counseling and
job placement

31/4 hrs. Group V/ R/N Disadvantaged Fourteen sub-
tcsts, mostly
nonverbal.

"sychological
Corporation
Multimedia
Orientation

Pre-testing
orientation

30 min. Minimal Minimal " Disadvantaged
clients with
low test-taking
skills

Tape recording
guides clients
through a
booklet of ex-
ercises with
test-like items.
Clients are
given another
similar booklet
to take home.

elf-Concept
Profiling
Technique

Counseling and
personal
development

High Medium Individual V/R Projective tech-
nique using
pictures of peo-

(0'Mahoney) - pie in work
situations.

elf-Interview
Checklist

Job placement Minimal Minimal " V/R/N lob preference
and experience
checklist used
'as part of Cleff
job/man
matching.

V validity data available.
R reliability data available.
N normative data available.
No entry means that no data were available at the time this chart was prepared.

SOURCE' Backer. Thomas E.. Merlsodt of Aismins the Disadvantaged an Manpower Program: .4 Rene., am I Atealysts. (Los Angehm Human Interaction Research Institute..19731.
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C. SUMMARY OF ASSESSMENT TOOLS FOR THE DISADVANTAGEDCOnlinUed

Assessment
tool

Purpose
for which

it was
constructed

Other
planned
purposes

Time
needed to

administer

Required
skill level
of tester

Expense
of admin-
istration

Group or
or

individual

Validity,'
reliability.
normative

data
available'

Population
of intended

use
Format

Singer/Graflex
Vocational
Evaluation
System

.

Counseling and
personal
development

Assignment to
training

High High Group N Vocational
trainees, re-
habilitation
clients, disad-
vantaged

Teaching ma-
chine, sound
tape and film
strip present
programmed
instruction in
ten occupa-
tional areas.

Tolerance for
Bureaucratic
Structure
Scale

Job ..,lacern. It Minimal Minimal Both Manpower
enrollees

Forty-three
items in four-
point Likert
scale format.

TOWER
Evaluation
System

Counseling and
personal
development

3 weeks High High V Handicapped One hundred ten
work samples

Tung Rating
Scales

Research

-

Minimal Minimal Group R/N Trainees in vo-
cational reha-
bilitation

Short rating
scales

USES Pretest-
ing Orienta-
lion EXCTCISCS

Pretesting
orientation

I hr. Medium Medium Disadvantaged Short test book-
let resembling
GATB in

Vocational
Exploration
Groups

Counseling and
personal
development

3-5 hrs. -

I

- V Manpower en-
mikes

Group processprocess
for interaction
and personal-
ization on
topics of jobs.

Walther Work-
Relevant
Attitudes

Program evalu-
ation and
planning

Counseling and
personal
development

10-15 min. Minimal Minimal Both R/V/N NYC and New
Careers
enrollees

Twenty-six item
inventory
measuring fac-

Inventory

I

..

tors related to
work adjust- .
ment and
satisfaction.

Wolf. et al
Attraction to
Work Scale.

Job placement Group V/R WIN trainees Short paper-
and-pencil
questionnaires

. Barrier to
Work Scale,
Loss Scale

Work Behavior
Samples

Assignment to
training

High Medium Individual Manpower en-
mikes

Under develop-
ment; involves
rating behavior
of evaluees in

. real interper-
sonal situa-

-

V . validity data available
R . reliability data available
N normalised's. &sealable.
No entry means that no data were evadable et Oe time this chart was prepared.

Smart Backer. Thomas E.. Metkodi of A firming the Dr fordvantated in kfanpo.7 Programs Rewew and A nalvsii, (Los Angeles' Human Interaction Research Institute. 1973)
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WHERE TO CET MORE INFORMATION

For more information, contact the Employment and Training Administration, U.S. Department"
of Labor, Wachington, D.C. 2021.3, or any of the Regional Adrninistralors for Employment and
Training whose addresses are listed below.

Location

,John F. Kennedy Bldg.
Boston, Mass. 02203

1515 Broad, av

Nov York, N.Y. 10036

P.O. Box $796
Plidadclphia. Pa. 10101

1371 Peachtree Street. NI'.
Atlanta, ua, 30309

- 230 South Dearborn Street
Chicago. Ill. 60604

91! Walnut Street
Kansas City, Mo. 64106

555 Griffin Square Bldg.
Dallas, Tex. 75202

1961 Stout Street
Denver, Colo. S0204

450 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, Calif. 94102

909 First Avenue
. Seattle, Wash: 98174

St:,te.=. Served

Connecticut Ness Hampshire
Maine Rhode Island
Massachusetts Vermont

New Jersey,' Puerto Rice
New York/ Virgin Islands
Canal Zone

Del:mare
District of Columbia,
Maryland

Pennsy11;mia
Virgin.
West irginia

Alabama Ni issi ssi ppi
Florida North Carolina
Georgia South Carolina
Kentucky Tennessee

Illinois Minnesota
ndiana Ohio

Michigan Wisconsin

Iowa Missouri
Kansas Nebraska

Arkansas Oklahoma
.Louisiana Texas

New NI oieo

Colorado . South Dakota
Montana Utah
North Dakota Wyoming

Arizona American Samoa
Cali fornia Guam
Hawaii Trust Territory
Nevada

Alaska Oregon
Idaho Washington


